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INTRODUCTION 
Analytic topological spaces are used in dynamic programming in order 
to avoid certain measurability problems. In this monograph we give a measure-
theoretic alternative for these spaces serving the same purpose. Before 
giving an overview of the contents, we briefly describe the measurability 
problems encountered in dynamic programming and indicate how they have been 
solved. 
Consider a system that passes through a sequence of states in the 
course of time and suppose that a controller can influence each of the 
transitions of the system to a new state by taking certain actions. At each 
transition the new state of the system depends on the old state and on the 
action chosen by the controller in a stochastic way; it is the probability 
distribution of the new state that is determined by the old state and the 
action, rather than the new state itself. Also, for each realization of 
this process, Le. for each sequence of states and actions, a utility is 
defined, that is, a number representing the desirability of the realization. 
Now the controller tries to choose his actions such as to maximize the 
expected utility. In general, this implies that the action to be chosen at 
each instant of time depends on the state the system is in at that time. 
The sequence of these choice functions, one for each transition of the 
system, is called a strate8Y• 
When the state space, Le. the set of states the system can be in, 
and the action space, Le. the set of actions available to the controller, 
are finite or countably infinite, and when only finitely many transitions 
of the system are considered, no difficulties arise in defining the expecta-
tion of the utility. However, when these spaces are uncountable, this is no 
longer the case. :For the expected utility to be definable it seems necessary 
that the state space and the action space are measurable spaces and that the 
choice functions in a strategy as well as the utility are measurable func-
tions. In the construction of strategies yielding maximal expected utility 
one meets measurability problems that can be described in their simplest 
form as fol.lows: If f is a measurable function of two variables, then, in 
general, sup f y is not a measurable function of x. Also, when the 
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suprernum is attained for each x, there does not necessarily exist a measur-
able function cp such that sup f(x,y) = f(x,cp(x)). y 
Blackwell was among the first who paid attention to these problems. 
He took Borel spaces as state and action spaces, a measurable utility and 
measurable strategies. Later on, in a paper by Blackwell, Freedman, and 
Orkin, this formalism was generalized: analytic state and action spaces, a 
semianalytic utility and analytically measurable strategies. Another 
generalization is due to Shreve, who took Borel spaces again, a semianalytic 
utility and universally measurable strategies (for the papers in question 
see the references). In the last two formalisms the measurability problems 
mentioned earlier do no longer appear. 
The use of Borel spaces and analytic spaces is unsatisfactory in so 
far as topological conditions are imposed on the system in order to avoid 
difficulties that are measure-theoretic by nature. Moreover, the theory of 
analytic spaces is far from trivial, and quite remote from the things one 
expects when turning to dynamic programming. In this monograph we shall 
develop, within a purely measure-theoretic framework, those parts of the 
theory of analytic spaces that are material for dynamic programming, and we 
shall show how they can be applied. The formalism for dynamic programming 
treated in the following is quite general: the utility need not be the sum 
of single-step utilities but may be an arbitrary function of the realiza-
tion, while the restrictions imposed on the choice of the actions do not 
concern the actions themselves but rather the probabilities on the action 
space on which the choice is based. 
The monograph is divided into three chapters. In Chapter I the 
measure-theoretic prerequisites are introduced, the main topics being 
universal measurability and the Souslin operation. This chapter is self-
contained: apart from the Radon-Nikodym theorem and the martingale conver-
gence theorem only elementary measure theory is required. In the second 
chapter analytic measurable spaces are introduced. The defining property of 
these spaces is common to all analytic topological spaces, and our measure-
theoretic approach is therefore a generalization of the topological one. 
Also for this chapter no a priori knowledge is needed, and, consequently, 
it may serve as an introduction to the subject. However, only those topics 
are treated that are needed for the applications in Chapter III, or that 
serve a good conception. The final chapter is devoted to dynamic program-
ming. Although familiarity with this subject is not needed for the under-
of this chapter, it will certainly add to its appreciation. So, 
this part of the monograph should not be taken as introductory. The topics 
treated have been chosen so as to give the reader a good impression of the 
use of analytic measurable spaces. Consequently, results that are based on, 
say, a particular structure of the utility or on the choice of particular 
strategies are not considered. 
Although there are some new results in this monograph and the purely 
measure-theoretic approach as such may be considered as new, on many occa-
sions our line of reasoning was inspired by arguments found in the litera-
ture; our main sources were the books of Bertsekas & Shreve, Christensen, 
Hinderer, and Hoffmann-J~rgensen (see references). 
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CHAPTER I 
MEASURE-THEORETIC PREREQUISITES 
The measure-theoretic prerequisites needed for the understanding of 
the theory of analytic spaces and their applications are collected in this 
chapter. In its first section only rather well-known facts are recalled 
(often with an indication of a proof) and some notations are introduced. 
In the second section se~s of probabilities are equipped with a structure 
such as to make the theory of measurable spaces apply to them. The, perhaps 
less familiar, subjects of universal measurability and Souslin sets are 
treated from scratch in the sections 3 and 4, respectively. Also, in 
section 4, the first new result appears, viz. Proposition 4.8. In section 5 
a nontopological compactness notion is introduced and applied to probabili-
ties. Finally, in section 6, we derive a result on measurability of inte-
grals that play a central role in Chapter III. 
§ I. Preliminaries 
l) The terms: set, collection, and class all stand for the same thing. 
Which of them is used depends merely on the role played by them in the 
argument. A set is called countable when it is finite or countably 
infinite. 
Let E be a set. Then for every pair A,B of subsets of E the complement 
(with respect to E) of A is denoted by Ac and the difference A n Bc of A 
and B by A \ B. When A is a collection of subsets of E then 
A :=A u {Ac I A E A}. Moreover, Ad (A , A~, A , respectively) denotes 
c s u a 
the collection of those subsets of E that are finite intersections 
(finite unions, countable intersections, countable unions, respectively) 
of members of A, while aA stands for the a-algebra generated by A, i.e., 
the smallest a-algebra of subsets of E that contains A. Collections like 
(As)o will be simply denoted by Asa etc. For each collection A of sub-
sets of some set we have Asd =Ads: the inclusion Asd c Ads is obvious, 
whereas the reverse inclusion follows from this by complementation and 
de Morgan's rule. 
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2) DEFINITION. A collection A of sets is called a Dynkin class when 
i) vA,BEA [A~ B "*A\ B E A] 
ii) if (An)nEJN is an increasing sequence in A then U A E A. 
ndN n 
For Dynkin classes we have the following proposition due to Dynkin, a 
proof of which can be found in [Ash] Theorem 4. l.2, and in [Cohn] 
Theorem 1.6.1. 
PROPOSITION I. l. Let A be a collection of subsets a set E such that 
Ad = A and E E A. Then cr(A) is the smallest Dynkin class containing A. 
3) Next we collect some facts on mappings. Let (p be a mapping of a set E 
4) 
into a set F. For every subset A of E we define cpA := {cpx I x E A}, which 
-1 is a subset of F. By cp we denote the mapping of the collection of all 
subsets of F into the collection of all subsets of E defined by 
-1 I 
-1 -1 cp B := {x E E cpx E B}. In particular we have cp F = E and cp 0 = 0. 
Note that we did not suppose cp to be injective or surjective. Note also 
-I 
-l that cp does not map points of F on points of E, so cp should not be 
considered as an inverse of cp in the usual sense. 
For every collection B of subsets of F we define cp-JB := {cp -JB I B E B}, 
-1 which is a collection of subsets of E. Mappings like cp will be used 
extensively in the sequel, so we list some of their properties. 
-l The mapping cp connnutes with the set-theoretic operations union, 
intersection and complementation, Le. for any pair A,B of subsets of F 
we have cp-l(A u B) = (cp-lA) u (cp- 1B), (p- 1 (.A n B) = (cp-lA) n (cp- 1B) and 
m-l(Ac) ( -l )c 
. B ,, ~ cp A . More generally, we have, for every collection of 
subsets of F, the equalities cp- 1(uB) = u(cp- 18) and cp- 1(nB) = n(cp- 1B). 
As a consequence we have, for every collection B of subsets of F, 
-! -l that cp (B ) = (cp B) , where p stands for any of the subscripts s, cr, p p 
d, o or c. 
-l The properties of cp considered so far are simple consequences of 
-l the definition of cp . Slightly more involved is the proof of the 
following property: when B is a collection of subsets of F, then 
<p - I (o-B) = o (cp - l B). To prove this we observe that crB is closed under the 
formation of countable unions and under complementation and that the 
same holds for the collection <JJ-l ( 08), due to the properties of qi-l 
mentioned before. So qi- 1(08) is a a-algebra which, moreover, contains 
cp- 18. Hence cp-l (08) :o o(cp- 18). On the other hand, the collection 
{C c F J qi·-lc E a(cp- 18)} contains 8 and it is closed under the formation 
of countable unions and under complementation. It therefore contains 
-1 -1 
a(B) and, consequently, we have cp (a8) c a(cp 8). 
Each of the properties of <JJ - I mentioned above expresses the fact that 
-I 
cp commutes with a certain set-theoretic operation on collections of 
sets. 
5) A particular case ~f the foregoing is forming the trace of a collec-
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tion of sets. Let F be a set, let 8 be a collection of subsets of F, and 
let E be a subset of F. The trace BJE of 8 on E is defined to be the 
collection {B n E I B E B} of subsets of E. Obviously we have BJE = qi- 18, 
where cp: E + F is the identity on E. From this it follows for instance 
that the trace of a a-algebra is again a a-algebra. 
6) The main object of interest in this monograph will be measurable 
spaces, i.e. pairs (E,E) where E is a set and E is a a-algebra of subsets 
of E. Subsets of E that belong to E will be called measurable subsets of 
(E,E). To simplify the notation we shall, as a rule, not mention the 
a-·algebra of a measurable space when confusion is unlikely. A subset E 
of a measurable space (F, F) will always be supposed to be endowed with 
the a-algebra FJE; when we want to stress the measurable·-space structure 
of Ewe call E a subspace of F rather than a subset of F. 
7) A product of measurable spaces will always be supposed to be equipped 
with the product a-algebra. We recall some facts on this subject. 
Let ((F.,F.)). 1 be a family of measurable spaces, let F be the 1. J.. l.E 
Cartesian product niEI Fi of the family (Fi)iEI' and, for each i E I, 
let be the i-th coordinate on F, Le. the mapping Tii: F +Fi defined 
by (x) :~ xi. The product ®iEI Fi of the family (Fi) iEI of rr-algebras 
is by definition the smallest a-algebra F on F such that, for each i e I, 
the mapping TI.: (F, F) + (F., F.) is measurable. ]_ l ]_ 
The measurable space (D. I F.,0. I 
l_E l_ l_E 
F.) will be denoted by n. 1(F.,F.) J.. lE l_ l 
or simply by 1 and it is called the product of the family 
) ie 1 of measurable spaces. 
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8) As is clear from its definition, the product a-algebra ®· 1 F. is 
-j lE 1 generated by the collection B := U. 1 (n. F.) and therefore by the collec-lE 1 1 
· 
tion Bd. The members of the collection Bd are called measur>abZe cyZinder>s; 
they are characterized by the fact that they can be written as nid Ai' 
where A. E F. for all i E I and A. 1 1 1 
i E: I. 
F. for all but a finite number of 1 
9) Let (E,E) be another measurable space and let cp: E-+ niEI Fi. Then 
10) 
-l 
® cp 
iEl 
-1 
so cp 
-I -1 
cp a U (n. F.) 
iE:I, i 1 
= a U 
iEI 
-I 
cp) F. 
1 
©. 1 F. c E iff V. 1 [(n. o cp)- 1F. c E], hence cp is measurable iff lE 1 lE 1 1 
0 cp is measurable]. This property can be phrased as: "A mapping 
into a product space is measurable iff its coordinates are measurable". 
When all spaces in a family (Fi) iEI are identical to a space F, then 
I the product space niE:I Fi may be denoted by F . In particular we have the 
spaces IN JN of all sequences of positive integers; each n E: JN Ill equals 
the sequence (n 1,n2 ,n3 , •.. ) of its coordinates. 
When only two measurable spaces, say (F 1 ,F 1) and (F 2 , F 2), are involved 
the product space is denoted by (F 1,F 1) x (F2 ,F2 ) and the product o-
algebra by F1 ® Fr Cylinders are usually called r>ectangZes in this case. 
For any two collections A1 and A2 of subsets of F 1 and F2 , respectively, 
the collection {A1 x A2 I A1 E A1 and A2 E A2} is denoted by A1 x A2• 
l l) Let (E,E) be a measurable space. A pr>obabiZity on (E,E) is a mapping 
11: E -> [O,l] such that µ(E) =land such that 11(UnE1NAn) = rm:INµ(An) 
for each sequence (An)nEJN of mutually disjoint members of E. When 11 is 
a probability on (E,E) and when ~ is a measurable mapping of (E,E) into 
-] a measurable space (F, F), then µ 0 cp is a probability on (F, F). As a 
special case of this we have the following. Let l1 be a probability on a 
product space n. 1 (F. ,F.). Then, for each I' c I, the mar>ginaZ ofµ on 1-E 1 1 
-] 
n. 1 ,(F.,F.) is defined to be the probabilityµ o 11 , where rr is the H: 1 1 
projection of niEI Fi onto niEI' Fi. 
Frequently used probabilities are those concentrated at one point. 
Let (E,E) be a measurable space and let x E E. Then the probability 
l 2) 
on E is defined by ox (A) = l A (x) and it is called the pr>obabi con-
centr>ated at x. Note that {x} is not supposed to be a measurable subset 
of E. Obviously, for each measurable function f on E we have 
EJ fdox = f(x). 
A subset A of a set E is said to separate a pair x,y of distinct 
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points of E when either x E A and y i A or x i A and y E A. A collection 
A of subsets of E is called separating if each pair of distinct points 
of E is separated by a member of A. A measurable space (E, E) is called 
separ>ated when E is separating and it is called countably separated when 
some countable subclass of E is separating. When the a-algebra E is 
generated by a subclass A, then a pair x,y of distinct points of E is 
separated by some member of E iff it is separated by some member of A, 
because the collection of subsets of E that do not separate x and y is a 
a-algebra and it therefore contains E as soon as it contains A. 
Identification of points of a measurable space that are not separated 
by measurable sets yields a separated measurable space whose a-algebra 
is isomorphic to the a-algebra of the original space. Such an identifica-
tion therefore is inessential in many situations. We do not, however, 
restrict ourselves to separated spaces as this turns out to be incon-
venient. 
13) A measurable space (E,E) is called countably generated when the a-
algebra E is generated by some countable subclass. When the a-algebra E 
of a measurable space is generated by a (not necessarily countable) 
subclass A and when E0 is a countably generated sub-a-algebra of E, then 
there exists a countable subclass A0 of A such that E0 c cr(A0). This is 
a simple consequence of the fact that the collection U{a(A0) I A0 count-
able subclass of A} is a a-algebra which contains A and therefore E. 
14) By IN we denote the set { l ,2 ,3, ... } of positive integers equipped 
with the a-algebra of all its subsets. IR denotes the set of real 
numbers endowed with the a-algebra generated by the collection of all 
intervals; the members of this a-algebra are called Borel sets. IR is 
the set IR u {-oo,oo} equipped with the usual ordering and with the a-
algebra generated by the collection of intervals [a,b] (a,b E IR). 
Addition and mul ication of IR are extended on IR in the usual way 
subject to the convention that 00 + (-··=) = - 00 and O• (-00 ) = 0• 00 = 0. 
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Note that in lR multiplication by -! is not distributive over addition: 
By a function on a set Ewe mean a mapping of E into IR. A function 
will be called positive when its values belong to [0, 00 ]. For any set A 
the function JA is defined by: IA(x) = l when x EA and !A(x) = 0 when 
x i A. Mappings will often be denoted by their argument-value pairs 
2 separated by the symbol 1+. Example: x 1+ x + I (x E IR) denotes the 
mapping defined on 1R that assigns to x the value x2 + 1. 
§ 2. Spaces of probabilities 
In this section the set of all probabilities on a measurable space is 
equipped with a certain structure, which makes it a measurable space with 
some desirable properties. These spaces of probabilities play a predominant 
role in the sequel; not only do many notions and results find their most 
natural formulation in terms of this structure, but also results bearing 
upon individual probabilities often can be derived more easily when these 
probabilities are considered as members of the measurable space of all 
probabilities on a certain space. 
There are several ways to provide the set M of all probabilities on a 
measurable space (E,E) with a a-algebra. One way is to endow this set with 
the metric corresponding to the total-variation norm, which turns M into a 
metric space (see [Neveu] section IV.1). Next, one may equip M with the 
a-algebra generated by the topology of this metric space. A second method 
applies when the o-·algebra E itself is generated by some topology T on E. 
In this case one may consider the smallest topology on M such that the 
mapping µ It- EJ f dµ is continuous on M for every bounded continuous function 
f on (E,T). This, so-called weak, topology again can be used to generate a 
a-algebra on M. In the latter procedure continuity may be replaced by upper 
semicontinuity; this results in a third construction of a a-algebra on M 
(see [ Tops9le]) • 
In our approach, however, we directly define a a-algebra on M without 
first constructing a topology. 
DEFINITION. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. The set of all 
on E will be denoted by E(E). For every A EE the functionµ r+ µ(A) maps 
E(f) into the measurable space IR and E is defined to be the smallest a-
algebra on E(E) with respect to which all these functions are measurable. 
The measurable space (E(f),E) will also be denoted by (E,E) When no 
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confusion can arise both the set E(E) and the space (E(E),E) will be denoted 
by just E. 
The definition of E can also be phrased: E is the smallest a-algebra 
on E(E) such that, for every A EE, the functionµ 1->- EI !Adµ is measurable. 
We shall see later on (Proposition 6.l) that this is equivalent to the 
measurability ofµ 1->- EI fdµ for all bo~nded measurable functions f on (E,E). 
So, our construction of the a-algebra E bears some resemblance to the con-
structions discussed above and, in fact, coincides with them in some special 
cases (see [Bertsekas & Shreve] Proposition 7.25). 
The set {µ 1+ µ(A) I A E E} of functions on E(E) in terms of which the 
a-algebra E is defined can be considerably reduced: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (E,E) be a measurable space and let A be a subclass of 
E that generates E and is closed under formation of finite intersections. 
Then E is the smallest a-algebra on E such that for every A E A the function 
µ 1+ µ(A) on E is measurable. 
PROOF. Let B be the smallest a-algebra on E such that for each A E A the 
functionµ 1->- µ(A) is measurable on (E,B). It follows from the definition of 
E and from A c E that B c E. 
Now the sets A E E for which the function µ ~ µ(A) is measurable on 
(E,B) constitute a Dynkin class V containing Au {E}. As the collection 
A u {E} is closed under the formation of finite intersections it follows 
from Proposition 1.1 that V ~ a(A u {E}) =E. So for every A EE the func-
tionµ~ µ(A) is measurable on (E,B), which implies that B ~E. D 
The following proposition is a frequently used tool to check measur-
ability of mappings into spaces of probabilities. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (E,E) be a measurable space and let A be a subclass of 
E that generates E and is closed under formation of finite intersections. 
Then a mapping ~: F ~ E of an arbitrary measurable space F into E is 
measurable iff for every A EA the function x ~ ~(x)(A) is measurable on F. 
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PROOF. The "only if" part is a trivial consequence of the definition of E. 
So, for every A E A, let ~A: E + 1R be the mapping µ ~ µ(A) and suppose 
that the mapping ~A 0 qi is measurable. Denoting by F and R the a-algebras 
of F and IR, respectively, by Proposition 2.1 we have 
and, consequently, 
-1 
o U [(~Ao qi) R] c F , 
AEA 
-1 because (~A o qi) R c F for every A E A. So qi is measurable. D 
In particular, the collection A may be the whole of E. This will be 
the case in most applications of Proposition 2.2. Note the similarity to the 
measurability property of mappings into product spaces mentioned in the 
preliminaries. In fact, a similar result holds for mappings into any measur-
able space whose u-algebra is generated by a set of mappings. 
We now give some applications of the foregoing proposition, which will 
be used in the sequel. 
EXAMPLES. 
l) Let (E, E) be a measurable space and let 15: E + E be the mapping that 
maps each point x of E onto the probability ox concentrated at that 
point. Then 15 is measurable, because for each A E E the number ox(A) 
equals , which is a measurable function of x. 
2) Let qi be a measurable mapping of a measurable space (E,E) into a 
-1 measurable space (F, F). Then, for each probability µ on E, µ o CJl is a 
-1 probability on F. Moreover, µ o ~ depends measurably onµ, i.e. 
µ ~ µ o ~-J is a measurable mapping of E into F, because for each BE F 
1 (µ Q m - l) (B) "' "(m -I B) d . -I E h 1 we 1ave ~ ~ ~ an , since qi B E , t e ast 
is a measurable function ofµ. 
3) When, in example 2), ~ is taken to be a projection in a product space 
(see preliminaries 11) then it follows that the marginals of a probabil-
ity on a product space depend measurably on that probability. 
4) When, in example 2), (F,F) is taken to be (E,E0 ) with E0 c E, and 
when ~ is taken to be the identity on E, then for each probability µ on 
9 
E the probabilityµ 0 ~-I is the restriction of µ to the sub-a-algebra E0 
of E. So the restriction of a probability to a sub-a-algebra depends 
measurably on that probability. 
5) Another example is 'the product of probabilities. Let E and F be 
measurable spaces. Then the product µ x v of a probability µ on E and a 
probability v on F depends measurably on µ and v simultaneously, i.e. 
-(µ,v) t+ µ x v is a measruable mapping of E x F into (E x F) To prove 
this we apply Proposition 2. 2' taking for A the collection of measurable 
rectangles of the product space E x F. 
6) The last example we consider is the transition probability. A transi-
tion probability from a measurable space (E,E) to a measurable space 
(F,F) is a function p on E x F such that for every B E F the function 
x >+ p(x,B) is measurable and for every x E E the function B 1+ p(x,B) is 
a probability on F. Clearly, p can be identified with a measurable 
mapping of E into F. In fact, this will be the way by which transition 
probabilities will be introduced in section 9. 
Certain properties of a measurable space E are inherited by the space 
E, as is illustrated by the following proposition. Other examples will be 
given later. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. Then E separates the 
points of E. When (E,E) is countably generated, then (E,E) is countably 
generated and countably separated. 
PROOF. Let µ 1,µ 2 EE and µ 1 f µ2. Then µ 1(A) < µ2 (A) for some A EE. Hence 
{µ E E I µ(A) ? µ 2 (A)} is a member of E that separates µ 1 and µ 2 . Now let 
(E,E) be countably generated and let C be a countable generating subclass 
of E. Then by Proposition 2.1 the a-algebra Eis generated by the functions 
µ 1+ µ(A) (A E Cd) and, hence, by the countable collection 
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{{µEE I µ(A) 2 r} I r E Q, A E Cd}, where Q denotes the set of rational 
numbers. As (E,E) is separated, this countable generating collection must 
be separating as well. D 
Finally we remark that the theory which was dealt with in this section 
can easily be extended to bounded measures, not necessarily probabilities. 
§ 3. Universal measurability 
Let (E,f) be a measurable space and let µ be a probability on E. By 
the completion E of E with respect to µ we mean the collection of subsets µ 
A of E for which there exist sets B1 ,B2 E E (depending on A) such that 
B1 c Ac B2 and µ(B 1) ~ µ(B2). It is well known (see [Cohn] Proposition 
J.5.J) that E is a a-algebra containing E, and thatµ can be extended to a µ 
probability on E . So, as far as µ is concerned, there is not much differ-µ 
ence between the spaces (E,E) and (E,E ). µ 
Now, the completion E of E depends 
)J 
ask whether there exists a a-algebra which 
completion of E for all probabilities on E 
on the probability µ and one may 
can be looked upon as a kind of 
simultaneously. 
The subject of this section is to prove that such a comuletion does 
indeed exist, and that the measurability notion associated with it has some 
nice stability properties. 
The usefulness of this generalized measurability concept will become 
evident in the subsequent sections where certain, not necessarily measur-
able, sets and mappings emerge which turn out to be measurable in this 
generalized sense. 
DEFINITION. Let (E,E) be a measurable space and for each probability 11 on E 
let Eµ be the completion of E with respect to µ, 
A subset of E is called universally measurable if it belongs to E µ 
for every probability µ on E. The collection of all universally measur-
able subsets of (E, E) is denoted by U (E) and is called the universal com-
of E. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. Then U(E) is a a-algebra 
containing E. When A is a a-algebra of subsets of E such that E c A c U(E), 
then every probability on E can be uniquely extended to a probability on A. 
PROOF. We have Ll(E) = n E , where the intersection is taken over all 
~~- µ µ 
probabilities µ on E. Consequently Ll(E) is the intersection of a collection 
of a-algebras and therefore it is a a-algebra itself. Obviously, E c U(E). 
Now let A be a a-algebra such that E c A c Ll(E) and let µ be a 
probability on E. Then µ can be extended to E and, hence, to the sub-a-µ 
algebra A of E . Let µ' be an extension of µ to A and let A E A. Then µ 
A EEµ, so there exist B1,B2 EE such that B1 c Ac B2 and µ(B 1) = µ(B 2). 
This, however, implies µ(B 1) = µ'(B 1) ~µ'(A)~ µ'(B 2) = µ(B 2), so µ'(A) is 
uniquely determined by µ. From the arbitrariness of A it follows that µ' is 
the unique extension of µ on A. 
The inclusion E c Ll(E) can be strict as will be seen later (see 
Proposition 4.11). 
0 
When confusion is unlikely we shall denote both a probability on E 
and its extension to Ll(E) by the same symbol. 
The term "completion" for the collection U(E) is justified by the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. Then U(U(E)) = Ll(E), i.e. 
in the measurable space (E,Ll(E)) every universally measurable subset is 
measurable. 
PROOF. Let A E Ll(Ll(E)). We shall prove that A E Ll(E), i.e. that A EE for µ 
every probability µ on E. So, let µ be a probability on E and let its 
extensions to Ll(E) and to Ll(U(E)) be denoted by µ as well. Since 
A E U(U(E)) c (Ll(E))µ, there exists a set B1 E Ll(E) such that B1 c A and 
µ(B 1) =µ(A). From B1 E U(E) c Eµ it follows that there exists a set c 1 EE 
such that c1 c B1 and µ(C 1) = µ(B 1), and hence such that c1 c A and 
µ(C 1) =µ(A). By an analogous argument there exists a set c2 E E such that 
Ac c2 and µ(A) = µ(C2). So A E Eµ. 0 
As has been argued earlier, identification of points of a measurable 
space that are not separated by measurable sets is inessential in many 
cases. This is also the case with regard to universal completion. In fact, 
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the following proposition implies that the result of universal completion 
and identification of points does not depend on the order in which these 
two operations have been performed. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A pair of points of a measurable space is sevarated by the 
measurable sets if it is separated by the universally measurable sets. 
PROOF. Let x and y be points in a measurable space (E,f) that are separated 
by the collection U(E) of universally measurable sets. Then the probabili-
ties 6 and 6 , which are defined on the a-algebra of all subsets of E, do x y 
not coincide on U(E). By Proposition 3. l this implies that these probabili-
ties do not coincide on E either and that therefore the points x and y are 
separated by E. 
We now turn to the measurability of mappings with respect to a-
algebras of universally measurable sets. 
DEFINITION. A mapping qi of a measurable space E into a measurable space F 
is called universally measurable when for each measurable subset B of F the 
-1 
set qi B is a universally measurable subset of E. 
So, universal measurability with respect to the a-algebras E and F is 
the same as measurability with respect to U(E) and F. Consequently a mapping 
of a measurable space into a product space is universally measurable iff its 
coordinates are universally measurable. Also in Proposition 2.2 the words 
"measurable" can be replaced by "universally measurable". Universal measur-
ability with respect to E and F is equivalent also with measur abi 1i ty with 
respect to U(E) and U(F), as is stated in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. 4. Let; E and F be measurable spaces, let qi E + F be univer--
-1 sally measurable a:nd B a universally measurable subset of F. Then qi B is a 
universally measurable subset of E. 
PROOF. Let E be the a-algebra 
------ -l 
to prove that qi B belongs to U(U(E)) 
of E. Due to Proposition 3.2 it is sufficient 
-1 
or equivalently, that qi B belongs 
to (U(E)) for every probability v on U(E). 
v 
Let therefore v be the probability on Ll(E). Then v o qi-! is a 
on F. Now, B is a universally measurable subset of F, so there 
D 
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exist measurable subsets B1 and B2 of F such that B1 c B c B2 and 
-J -1 -l -l ··l (v 0 qi )B 1 = (v 0 qi )B2 , and hence such that qi B1 c qi B c qi B2 and 
-1 -1 -1 -1 
v(qi B1) = v(qi B2). Since qi B1 and qi B2 belong to U(E) by the universal 
measurability of qi, this implies that qi-JB E (U(E))v. D 
COROLLARY 3.5. A composition of universally measurable mappings 'is univer-
sally measurable. 
As a particular kind of universally measurable mappings we have the 
universally measurable functions. Let (E,E) be a measurable space, µ a 
probability on E, and f a positive universally measurable function on E. 
Since f is measurable with respect to the a-algebra U(E) and as µ is 
uniquely extendible to U(E), we can define f fdµ to be the integral off 
with respect to the measure space (E,Ll(E),µ). This integral is the unique 
extension, as a a-additive functional, of the integral of positive measur-
able functions. 
The last proposition in this section bears upon universal measur-
ability in spaces of probabilities. Recall that the a-algebra E on the 
space E of all probabilities on a measurable space (E,E) has been defined 
such that: µ >+ µ(A) is a measurable function on E for every measurable 
subset: A of E. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let E be a measurable space and A a universally measurable 
subset of E. Then the function µ 1+ µ(A) is universally measurable on E. 
PROOF. We have to show that µ»µ(A) is measurable with respect to (E) for v 
every probability v on E. So let v be a probability on E and let )c be 
defined on the a-algebra E of Eby >c(B) := EJ µ(B)v(dµ). Then )c is easily 
seen to be a probability. As A is universally measurable and therefore 
belongs to E)c, there exist sets B1,B2 E E such that B1 c Ac B2 and 
:\ \ B1) = 0. Consequently, by the definition of )c we have 
0 ~f µ(B 2 \ B1)v(dµ) 
E 
~f [µ(B 2) - µ(B 1)Jv(dµ) • 
E 
We also have for all µ c E the inequalities µ (B 1) o:: µ(A) o:: µ (B2). So 
µ(A) = µ(B 2 ) for v-almost allµ E iL Now B2 E E, so µ(B 2 ) is a measurable 
function of µ. Therefore the function µ •+µ(A) is measurable with 
to CE) . 
v 
D 
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As is easily seen, Proposition 3,6 is equivalent to the inclusion 
[U(E)J~ c U(E). When the cr-algebra E consists of</! and E only, then E 
consists of only one probability and, consequently, this inclusion in fact 
is an equality. In all other cases, however, the inclusion is strict, as 
will be proved in section 4 (see the remark following Proposition 4,10). 
§ 4. Souslin sets and Souslin functions 
Let A be a class of subsets of a set E. In general there is no simple 
construction principle by which the members of o(A) can be obtained from 
those of A. In this section a construction principle, the Souslin operation, 
is considered which, when applied to a class A meeting certain conditions 
yields a class of sets which contains cr(A). Moreover, the class obtained is 
not too large, since it is itself contained in the a-algebra of universally 
measurable sets derived from o(A). 
Another instance where the Souslin operation appears concerns projec-
tions in product spaces. Let S be a measurable subset of a product space 
E x F. Then the projection {x E E 3yEF (x,y) E S} of S on E is in general 
not a measurable subset of E. It can, however, be obtained from the measur-
able subsets of E by application of the Souslin operation in many cases. 
For the interesting history of the Souslin operation we refer to 
[Hoffmann-J6rgensen] Chapter II, § 11. 
Recall that JNIN is the space of all (infinite) sequences of positive 
IN integers and that each n E JN equals the (infinite) sequence 
(n 1 ,n3 , ••• ) of its coordinates. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a collection of sets and let ~ be the set of all finite 
sequences of positive integers. A Souslin scheme on A is a family (AijJ)ijJE~, 
such that A E A. The kernel of a Souslin scheme (A ) is the set ijJ ijJ ijJE~ 
The collection consisting of the kernels of all Souslin schemes on a collec-
tion A is called the Souslin class generated by A; it is denoted by S(A). 
The S, i.e. the mapping A~ S(A), is called the Souslin 
When (E,E) is a measurable space then the members of S(E) will be called 
Souslin (sub)sets of (E,E). 
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It follows directly from the definition of S that for each collection 
A and each S E S(A) there exists a countable subclass A0 of A such that 
S E S(A0 ). Also the implication A c B'"'"" S(A) c S(B) and the inclusion 
A c S(A) are obvious, but more can be said: 
PROPOSITION 4. 1. Let A be a collection of suhsets of some set. Then 
i) A0 c S(A) and A0 c S(A), 
ii) when Ac c S(A) (in particular when A is closed under complementation) 
then o(A) c S(A). 
PROOF. 
i) Let (Bi); EIN be a sequence in A and let A := Bn 1 (or B1). 
k n 1 , ••• ,nk , 
Then 
U IN n 
nEIN kdN 
So A0 c S(A) and A0 c S(A). 
U B. 
iEIN i 
(or n B.) 
iEIN :L 
ii) To prove ii) we merely observe that by i) the collection 
{SE S(A) I Sc E S(A)} is a sub-a-algebra of S(A) which contains A. D 
It follows from ii) in the foregoing proposition that o(A) c S(Ac) 
for every collection A of subsets of some set. So, the members of a o-
algebra can be obtained from the members of a generating class by comple-
mentation followed by the Souslin operation. 
Like most of the set-theoretic operations considered up to now the 
Souslin operation is idempotent: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A be a collection of sets. Then S(S(A)) S 
I'!.90F. The inclusion S(A) c S(S(A)) is obvious. To prove the reverse inclu-
sion, let A E S(S(A)). Then A can be written as 
IN 
where An 1, •.. ,nk E S(A) for all n and k. Also, for each n E JN and k E JN, 
we can write 
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U IN n 
mEIN Q,EIN 
with A E A for all m and L Consequently, n.l, •.•,~;ml'.'• ,mQ, 
where all indexed sets belong to A. This equality is equivalent to 
;f(k) I' ••• ,f(k) Q, 
because for every family (B ) JN of sets we have k,m kEIN, mEIN 
:J IN VkEJN x E Bk,f(k) ~ f:lN+IN 
X E 
Next, in the expression for A we combine the two unions into one. To this 
end let a: IN + JN and S: IN -+ JN be such that the mapping n » (o: (n), S (n)) 
is a of JN onto JN x IN. Then for each sequence n E JN JN and for 
each mapping f: JN + JN JN there exists a (non-unique) mapping g: JN x JN -+ JN, 
such that 
n. 
1. 
a(g(i,l)) and f (i). 
J 
Therefore we can write A in the form 
S(g(i,j)) (i,j E JN) , 
l));S(g(k,l)), ... ,S(g(k,1)) 
where we have also combined the two intersections. 
Our next step is the transformation of the set IN x JN, appearing 
into IN. Let y: JN x JN -+ JN be a bijection such that 
( 1) V ... , ., IN[i+j < i'+j' =e>y(i,j) < y(i',j')]. 
1,J,1 ,J E 
Since y is injective, for each mapping g: IN x IN + IN there exists a 
sequence h E ININ such that g(i,j) = h (' ') (i,j E IN). As a consequence y 1,J 
we have 
It follows from (I) that the numbers y(J,l), ••• ,y(k,t) appearing in the 
multi-index do not excee~ y(k,t). So, the multi-index is a function F of 
the coordinates h 1,h2 , ••• ,hy(k,t) of h only. The function F itself depends 
on k and t only and therefore on y(k,t) only, because y is injective. As y 
is bijective, we can replace (k,t) by y(k,t) in the intersection thus ob-
taining 
for suitably defined index functions F. on INj (j E IN). Consequently, A 
J 
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belongs to S(A). 0 
As a simple consequence of the two foregoing propositions a Souslin 
class is closed under the formation of countable unions and countable 
intersections. In general however, a Souslin class is not closed under 
complementation and therefore is not a a-algebra. 
The following two propositions express the fact that the Souslin 
operation commutes with certain other operations. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let ~ be a mapping of a set E into a set F and Zet B be a 
coZZection of suhsets of F. Then ~- 1 (S(B)) = S(~- 1 8). 
-I PROOF. Since ~ commutes with unions and intersections, for each Souslin 
scheme B on B we have 
Hence the result. 0 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let F be a set, E a subset of F and B a coZZection of 
subsets of F. Then 
i) S(B) IE = S(B!E) 
ii) ~hen, in addition, E E S(B), then 
S(B) IE = {S E S(B) I s c E} 
PROOF. 
i) Let cp: E ->- F be the identity on E. Then the result follows from the 
preceding proposition. 
ii) Let S be a subset of E. When S E S(B) [E, then for some S' E S(B) we 
have S S' n EE [S(B)]d = S(B). When, on the other hand, S E S(B), 
then S Sn EE S(B)jE. 0 
The last set-theoretic property of Souslin classes we mention concerns 
product a-algebras. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (E,E) and (F,F) be measurable spaces, Zet A be a 
colZection of subsets of E such that E c S(A), and let B be a collection of 
subsets of F such ·that F c S(B). Then E ® F c S(A x B). In particular, 
E 0 F c S(E x F). 
PROOF. As a simple consequence of the definition of the Souslin operation 
we have, for each B E B, 
S(A) x {B} = {S x B I s E S(A)} S({A x B I A E Al) c S(A x B) . 
Consequently, S(A) x B c S(A x B). 
Interchanging the role of A and B in the foregoing argument we get 
A x S(B) c S(A x B) and, applying this argument to the collections A and 
S(B) instead of A and B, we get S(A) x S(B) c S(A x S(B)). The last two 
inclusions yield 
Ex F c S(A) x S(B) c S(A x S(B)) c SS(A x B) = S(A x B) 
Now the complement of any measurable rectangle in E x F is the union of two 
such rectangles, so 
(Ex F) c (Ex F) c [S(A x B)] S(A x B) " c s s 
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It now follows from the second part of Proposition 4.1 that 
E 0 F = o(E x F) c S(A x B) . 
Beside the set-theoretic properties mentioned before, Souslin classes 
have some useful measure-theoretic features. To start we have the 
following relation to universally measurable sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. Then each Souslin set is 
un·iversaUy measurable and the a-algebra of universally measurable sets ?,S 
closed under the Souslin 'operation, i.e. S(E) c U(E) = SU(E). 
The proof of this proposition will be combined with the proof of 
Proposition 5.2. 
From the foregoing sections we know that for every (universally) 
measurable set A in a measurable space (E,E) the function µ>+µ(A) is 
(universally) measurable on E. What can be said of this function when A is 
a Souslin set? Of course, in general measurability with respect to S(E) is 
not defined, as S(f) may fail to be a a-algebra. 
D 
In order to describe the dependence of µ(A) on JJ when A is a Souslin 
set, we introduce functions which closely resemble the measurable functions. 
DEFINITION. Let (E,E) be a measurable space. A function f: E + IR is called 
a SousZin function if {x E E I f(x) > a} E S(E) for each a E IR. 
The class of Souslin functions on a measurable space is closed under 
certain operations as stated in the following proposition. However, when f 
is a Souslin function, the function -f need not be one, because the com-
plement of a Souslin set may not be a Souslin set. 
Note that in the following proposition we use the conventions 
= - 00 and ± 00 •0 = 0 (see Preliminaries 14). 
PROPOSITION 4. 7. 
i) Let (f ) IN be a sequence of SousZin functions on a measurable 
n nE · 
space. Then sup f , inf f ,, limsup f and liminf f. are SousZin ,func-
n n n n n n n n 
tions as weZZ. 
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ii) Let f and g be Souslin functions on a measurable space. Then f + g 
also is a SousZin function. When in addition f and g are positive, 
then fg is a Souslin function as well. 
PROOF. Let the functions be defined on a measurable space (E,E). 
i) For every a E IR we have 
{x E E I sup fn(x) > a} u {x E E I fn(x) > a} E S(E) S(E) CJ n nEJN 
and 
{x E E I inf f (x) n > a} 
n 
u n {x E E I fn(x) 2 a + _!_} E S(E)OCJ s (f) 
mEIN nEJN m 
So supn and infn fn are Souslin functions. From this and the 
equalities limsupn fn = infn supm2:n fm and liminfn fn supn infrn2:n fm 
the remainder of i) follows. 
ii) For every a E lR we have 
{f+g > a} = U {f > r} n {g > a-r} E S(E)do 
rEQ 
S (E) , 
where Q is the set of rational numbers. So f + g is a Souslin function. 
For f and g positive and a 2 0 we have 
{fg > a} u 
rEQ 
r>O 
{f > r} n {g > ~} E S(f) 
r 
which implies that fg is a Souslin function. 
Recall that we introduced Souslin functions in order to describe the 
functionµ>+ µ(A) for Souslin sets A. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let A be a Souslin set of a measurable space E. Then 
ii 1+ µ(A) is a Souslin function on E. 
The proof of this proposition will be combined with the proof of 
Proposition 5.2. 
D 
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We conclude this section with some results that will not be used in 
the rest of this monograph. We first consider the inclusions E c S(E) c U(E) 
and [U(E)] c U(E), as given in Proposition 4.6 and the remark following 
Proposition 3.6, and in particular the question whether these inclusions 
are stricL 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let (E,E) be a countably generated measurable space that 
can be mapped measurably onto the product space lN IN_ Then S(E) is not 
closed under complementation. 
PROOF. Let A = {A 1 ,A2 , ••• } be a countable generating subclass of E that is 
closed under complementation. Then by Proposition 4.1, E = o(A) c S(A) c 
c S(E), so S(E) = S(A). 
Let ~ be the set of all finite sequences of positive integers and let 
F be the product space lN~. Moreover, let the subset U of E x F be defined 
by 
u := UIN n U [A!l.x{yc:F[y(nl''"'n.) 
nc:JN kc:IN !l.E:lN k 
!I,}] • 
Then U is a Souslin subset of E x F. Also, for each y E F, we find for the 
"y-section" of U: 
{x E E I (x,y) E U} u JN n 
m:lN kEJN 
So for each s E S(A) we have s -· {x E E I (x,y) E U} for some y E F. 
Now ~ i.s countably infinite, so F is isomorphic to JN JN and, there-
fore, there exists a measurable surjection cp: E -+ F. The mapping 
x: E-+ E x F, defined by x(x) = (x,cp(x)), is measurable, because its 
-I 
coordinates are, and x U is a Souslin subset of E by Proposition 4.3. 
It will be sufficient to prove, that the complement C of x- 1u is not 
a Souslin set of E. We reason by contradiction. Suppose C E S(E). Then 
C E S(A) and therefore C = {x E E I (x,y0) E U} for some y0 E F. Since cp is 
surjective, Yo = cp(x0) for some x0 E E. Now we have the following equiva-
lences: 
which is a contradiction. D 
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PROPOSITION 4.10. Let (E,E) be a measurable space and let E f {0,E}. Then 
S(E) is not closed under complementation. 
PROOF. Let A E E \ {0,E}, and let x E A and y i A. Then 
so 0 1' 
x 
Consequently, 
I:= {:\6 + (h\)6 I A E (0,1]} 
x y 
is a subspace of E which is isomorphic to the interval (O,l]. 
Next consider the mapping 
n I+ I 
k=l 
I f 0 6 (A), y 
of 1N JN onto (0, I]. As this mapping is an isomorphism, the space (0, I] can 
]N be mapped measurably onto lN 
The foregoing implies that I can be mapped measurably onto lNlN and, 
as a consequence of the foregoing proposition, the Souslin class of I is 
not closed under complementation. As the Souslin class of I is the trace on 
I of the Souslin class S(E) of E, the class S(E) is not closed under corn-
plementat:i.on either. 
Now let (E,E) be a measurable space such that E f {1,ii,EL Then 
U(E) f {0,El and it follows from the foregoing proposition applied to the 
space (E,Ll(E)) that S(U(E)~,) is not closed under complementation and that 
the inclusion Ll(E) c S(Ll(E)~) is therefore strict. From the inclusion 
U(E) c U(E) mentioned after Proposition 3.6 and from Proposition 4.6 we 
deduce 
S(U(E)~) c S(Ll(E)) Ll(E) 
The inclusion U(E)~ c Ll(E) is therefore strict. 
As an interesting consequence of Proposition 4.9 we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let B be the a-algebra of Borel subsets of IR. Then the 
inclusions B c S(B) c U(B) ape stioict and the a-algebra U(B) is not 
geneioated. 
PROOF. The space (:JR,B) can be mapped measurably onto its subspace (O,l], 
e.g. by the mapping x 1+ (1 + x2)- 1, and the space (0,1) can be mapped 
D 
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IN 
measurably onto JN (see the proof of Proposition 4. JO). So, (JR, B) can be 
1N 
mapped measurably onto JN and, of course, the same holds for (JR, U(B)). 
Since B is countably generated, by Proposition 4.9 the collection S(B) 
is not closed under complementation and therefore it is not a a-algebra. 
Consequently, the inclusions B c S(B) c U(B) are strict. 
Next suppose that U(B) is countably generated. Then it follows from 
Proposition 4.9 applied to the space (1R, Ll(B)) that S(U(B)) is not closed 
under complementation, which contradicts Proposition 4.6. So Ll(B) is not 
countably generated. 0 
Beside the a-algebra of universally measurable sets there is another 
a-algebra of subsets of a measurable space which has equally nice properties. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to this a-algebra. The result will 
not be used in the sequel. 
For any measurable space (E,E) let L(E) be the smallest a-algebra of 
subsets of E that contains E and is closed under the Souslin operation S. 
Following Bertsekas and Shreve we call L(E) the limit-a-algebra of (E,E) 
and we call its members limit measurable subsets of (E,E) (see [Bertsekas & 
Shreve] p. 292). 
All properties of the a-algebra of universally measurable sets derived 
up to now are shared by the a-algebra of limit measurable sets, as will be 
proved presently. 
Since the role of universally measurable sets and universally measur-
able mappings in the remainder of this monograph is based entirely on these 
common properties, the adjective "universally measurable" can be replaced 
everywhere by "limit measurable" without affecting the. validity of the 
results. 
A property of limit a-algebras that is possibly not shared by all 
universal completions is the equality 
where the union is over all countably generated sub-a-algebras E0 of E. 
To prove this equality we merely note that the righthand side is a a-algebra 
which is closed under S. 
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To prove the analogy claimed above we first observe that, due to 
Proposition 4.6, for every measurable space (E,E) we have L(E) c U(E). From 
this inclusion the analogues of the Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 for the 0-
algebra of limit measurable sets easily follow. As to Proposition 3.4, we 
remark that for a limit measurable mapping ~: (E,E) + (F,F) the collection 
{B c F ~-IB E L(E)} is a er-algebra which is closed under Sand which 
contains F. The analogue of Corollary 3.5 is a simple consequence of the 
analogue of Proposition 3.4 again, while the analogue of Proposition 3.2 
follows directly from the definition of L 
The proof of the a~alogue of Proposition 3.6 is slightly more 
laborious. Let (E,E) be a measurable space and B the collection consisting 
of those members A of U(E) for which the function µ 1+ µ(A) on E is limit 
measurable, i.e. measurable with respect to L(E). Bis easily seen to be a 
Dynkin class. Zorn's lemma implies that among the subclasses of B that 
contain E and are closed under the formation of finite intersections, there 
is a maximal one, say A. By Dynkin's theorem (Proposition l.l) we have 
er(A) c B and the maximality of A therefore implies that o(A) = A, i.e. that 
A is a er-algebra. 
We now consider the space (E,A). Since E c Ac U(E), it follows from 
Proposition 3.1 that the probabilities on E and those on A can be identified 
in an obvious way, so the spaces (E,E)~ and (E,A) are composed of the same 
set E of probabilities. Now A c B, so for every A E A the function 11 <+µ(A) 
on E is measurable with respect to L(E) and consequently Ac L(E). It 
follows from Prposition 4.8, applied to the space (E,A), that for every 
A E S(A) we have V JR {µ E E [ µ(A) > a} E S(A) and as S(A) c SL(E) ~ L(E), aE: 
also that µ <+ i1(A) is limit measurable on E. 
Due to the maximality of A again we conclude from this that SCA) = A. 
So A is a er-algebra which contains E and which is closed under S and it 
therefore contains L(E). 
We thus have proved the analogue of Proposition 3.6, that for every 
limit measurable subset A of E the function µ 1+ µ(A) on E is limit measur-·· 
able. 
The proof of Proposition l.1. l J applies also to the limit-a-algebra of 
the space IR and this er-algebra is therefore not countably generated. 
§ 5. Semicompact classes 
In this section we introduce the concept of a semicompact class. 
"Countably compact" might have been a more suitable adjective for these 
classes, because their defining property is precisely the set-theoretic 
feature exhibited by the class of closed subsets of a countably compact 
topological space. However, the term "semicompact" is the most usual one. 
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The usefulness of semicompact classes lies in the fact that a-additi-
vity of functions defined on algebras of sets can be deduced from certain 
approximation properties ,of semicompact classes (see [Neveu] Proposition 
I.6.2; note that in this reference the term "compact" is used instead of 
"semico!!!pact"). 
DEFINITION. A collection A of sets is said to possess the inter-
section property if every finite subcollection of A has a nonempty inter-
section. A collection A of sets is called semicompact if every countable 
subcollection of A which possesses the finite intersection property has a 
nonempty intersection. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. When C is a semicompact collection of sets, then C80 is 
semicompact as well. 
PROOF. Let {B I n E JN} be a subcollection of C having the finite inter-
n s 
section property. We first prove that there exists a subcollection 
{C I n E JN} of C having the finite intersection property and such that 
n 
VnEJN Cn c Bn. 
We proceed by recursion. Let n E JN and suppose that c1 , ••• ,Cn-l EC 
have been defined such that the collection B' : = {Cl , ,, ~ ., , C l ~-B , B l , ~ .. } n- n n+ 
has the finite intersection property. 
As Bn E Cs' we have Bn = u~=l c~ for some p E JN and c;, ... ,c; E c. 
Now for some m E { l, ... ,p} the collection B' u {C'} has the finite inter-, m 
section property: if not, then for each m E {1, ... ,p} there exists a finite 
subcollection B' of B' such that (n B') n C' = ~. Consequently, uP_ 1 B' is rn m m rn-, m 
a finite subcollection of B' whose intersection does not meet Ufu=l C~ and 
this contradicts the finite intersection property of B'. So there exists a 
set Cn EC such that B' u {Cn}' and therefore also {C 1, ... ,c0 _ 1,cn,Bn+l''''}, 
has the finite intersection property. 
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The sequence (Cn\!ElN constructed in this way has the desired proper-
ties. These properties and the semicompactness of C now imply that 
nnE:IN Bn :o nndN Cn f VJ. Finally it follows from the arbitrariness of the 
sequence (B ) IN that C is semicompact. n nE s 
Next, let B be a countable subclass of Cso such that nB =VJ. Then 
B = {n JN C [ n E JN} for a suitable choice of C E C • Hence mE nm nm s 
n( ) lN2 C = nB = \il and, as C is semicompact, n( ) 1 C (ti for some n,m E nm s n,m E nm 
finite subset I of IN2 • This implies thatB has a finite subclass the 
intersection of which is empty. From the arbitrariness of B it follows that 
Cso is semicompact. 
Let A be Lebesgue measure on IR. It is well known that every 
Lebesgue-measurable subset A of IR can be approximated from the inside by 
compact sets in the following sense: 
A(A) = sup {A(B) I B c A and B compact} . 
This property of the Lebesgue measure is called inner regularity. The 
following proposition shows that all probabilities on a measurable space 
are inner regular with respect to suitably chosen collections of subsets of 
the space. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (E,E) be a measurable svace and let C be a collecUon 
of svhsets of E such that C c E c S(C). Then 
µ(A) = sup {i1(B) I B c A and B E: csll} 
for every probability µ on E and for every um:versally measurable subset A 
of E. 
PROOF. As announced, the proofs of the Propositions 4.6 and 4.8 and of the 
present proposition will be given simultaneously. For pairs 
(nl' •. .,nJl,),(m1 , ••• ,m9) of sequences (of length Jl) of positive integers we 
define (n 1 , ••• ,nJI,) 5 (mi, ••. ,mJI,) to mean nj 5 mj (j = l, ••• ,Jl). 
Let A E S(E). Then by the definition of S we can write 
A= UIN n 
nEIN kEIN 
where the sets A 
nl , .•. belong to E. For each finite sequence (m 1 ••• 
[] 
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of positive integers we define 
Since both the intersection and the union occurring in this definition are 
finite, the sets Bm m• belong to E. Also for each sequence m of positive l,'"., ,, 
integers the sequence (Bm m ) , IN of sets is decreasing and, as we shall 
J '• • •' 9, x,E 
show n B c A To prove this inclusion, let x E n"ElN B 
' 9-ElN ml, ••• ,m.Q, • ,, ml, ••• ,rn.Q,. 
Then by the definition of the sets B we have m1 , ••• ,mSl 
and, consequently, 
~ (m 1, ... ,m,) and x E n A }) 
,, k~Sl nl ' ••• '~· SlE1N 
is a decreasing sequence of nonernpty subsets of IN IN, each of which belongs 
to the collection Ads' where 
Now A is 
A := { {n E IN m I n p 
semicompact, as is easily 
q} I p,q E JN} • 
seen, and Ads is 
because Ads = Asd c Asa· The sequence (*) therefore 
section, i.e. there exists 
V .Q,EIN X E n 
k~Sl 
and therefore such that 
X E n 
an n E 
kEIN '.". '~ 
JN JN such 
So x E A, and the inclusion has been proved. 
that 
semi compact as 
has a nonempty 
Now let µ be a probability on E and let a E JR. Suppose that 
( l ) 
where is the outer measure corresponding to µ. Then, as will be 
well, 
inter-
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IN demonstrated, for every i E IN there exists an m E IN such that for every 
!/, E IN 
so 
(2) > a - ..;.] 
]_ 
The existence of such an m for every i follows, by induction on £, from the 
continuity of µ* on increasing sequences of sets, and from the relations 
Statement (2) is equivalent to 
(2') µ E n u IN n {v E E 
iElN mEJN R-EIN 
For each m E JN IN the sequence (B ) is decreasing and 
m1, ••• ,m!/, R-EJN 
the ref ore 
µ( n 
R-dN 
Together with (2) this implies 
so 
sup µ( n 
mEJN IN £ElN 
lim µ(B ) 
,Q,-+m m1 , ••• ,mJl 
2 a - ..;.] 
]_ 
As A :o n B for every m E ININ, we can conclude £EIN ml, ••• ,ml!, 
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(3) 
where µ* is the inner measure corresponding to µ. 
Now (3) is easily seen to imply (l). So, for everyµ EE and a E IR, 
the statements (!), (2), (2') and (3) are equivalent. From these equiva-
lences we shall now derive the proofs for the Propositions 4.6, 4.8, and 
5.2. 
i) Taking a : = µ*(A) in the equivalent statements (I) and (3) we get 
µ (A) 2 µ*(A). So A belongs to E . As µ is arbitrary, this implies 
* µ 
that A is universally measurable. The arbitrariness of A, in turn, 
implies that S(E) c U(E). Applying this inclusion to the space 
(E, Ll(E)) instead of (E, E) we get SU(E) c UU(E), so SU(E) = U(E), Thus 
the proof of Proposition 4.6 is complete. Note that the existence of 
a collection C, as mentioned in Proposition 5.2, does not restrict 
the space (E,E), since we always have E c E c S(E). 
ii) The equivalence of (I) and (2') together with the universal measur-
ability of A implies that the set {v E E [ v(A) 2 a} equals the right-
hand side of (2'), which is a Souslin subset of E. From the arbitrari-
ness of a we conclude that 
{v E E [ v(A) > b} = U 
idN 
{v E E [ v(A) 2 b + _;_} E s (E) 
]_ 
for every b E IR. So v o+ v(A) is a Souslin function, thus proving 
Proposition 4.8. 
iii) To prove Proposition 5.2 we take a :=µ*(A) once more. It then 
follows from the equivalence of (!) and (3) that 
µ(A) = sup µ( n 
mE1N JN £EJN 
Now C is a subclass of E such that E c S(C), and hence, such that 
Ac S(E) c SS(C) = S(C). The 
to belong to C, and the sets 
to Cdso' Since Cdso = Csdo = 
sets Arq, •.• ,nk may therefore be supposed 
n, IN R . m can be assumed to belong 
x,E '!Ilj;•••• 9, 
cso' the equality appearing in the pro-
position has been proved for Souslin sets A and, consequently, for 
measurable sets A. For universally measurable sets A the equality 
follows from this and the mere definition of universal measurability< [] 
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DEFINITION. A positive function µ defined on a collection A of sets is 
called additive (a-additive) when, for each finite (countable) subclass A0 
of A consisting of pairwise disjoint sets, and such that U A0 E the 
equality µ(U A0) = I µ(A) holds. 
AE:Ao 
Whenµ is additive then obviously µ(0) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A be a semicorrrpact algebra of subsets of a set. Then 
every positive additi1Je function on A is a-additive. 
PROOF. Let {A I n E IN} be a countable collection of pairwise disjoint n 
members of A such that u 1N A c: A. Then the collection {U 00 A I m E IN} nE n n=m n 
has empty intersection. As a subcollection of A the collection is semicom-
pact, and consequently U00 A = 0 for some m E JN, which in turn implies n=m n 
that only finitely many members of {A I n E IN} are nonempty. The fore-n 
going implies that additivity and a-additivity are equivalent for positive 
functions defined on A. 
Next we introduce the auxiliary space ID, the so-called Cantor space. 
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The role played by ID strongly resembles the role of the space IR in many 
measure-theoretic arguments. In fact, ID and IR can be shown to be isomorphic 
measurable spaces ([Bertsekas & Shreve] Proposition 7.16). The space ID 
however is better suited to our needs. 
DEFINITION. The measurable space ID is the product space n I!i" (D ,V ) , nE ,, n n 
where, for each n E JN, Dn 
all (four) subsets of Dn. 
:= {O,l} and V is the a-algebra consisting of n 
I Note that for any countable set I the spaces ID and ID are isomorphic. 
As another useful property of ID we have 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The a-algebra of ID is generated 
algeh'r>a. 
a countable semicorrrpact 
PROOF. Let C : = { { x E ID I x. = j} I i E IN, j ~ 0, l}. Then C is generating, 1. 
countable and semicompact. By Proposition 5.1 the same holds for Csd' As C 
is closed under complementation, the col.l.ection C5 d is an algebra. 
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§ 6. Measurability of integrals 
A well-known theorem in measure theory says that the integral 
J f(x,y)µ(dy) of a measurable function of two variables is a measurable 
function of x. In this section we shall prove that this integral depends 
measurably on µ as well, and that similar results are valid for universally 
measurable functions and,Souslin functions. Before proving these measur-
ability properties we introduce a generalization of the integral, which 
will turn out to be convenient later on. 
A universally measurable function f defined on a measurable space E 
can be written in the form f + where f+ and f are the positive 
universally measurable functions on E defined by 
f+(x) = max {f(x),O} and f-(x) = max {-f(x),0} 
When µ is a probability on E then f is called quasi-integrable with respect 
to µ when at least one of the integrals J f+ dµ and J f- dµ is finite. In 
this case one defines 
+ f dµ 
- J f dµ 
As is easily seen, a universally measurable function defined on a 
measurable space is quasi-integrable with respect to every probability on 
that space only if it is bounded from above or from below. In order not to 
be forced to consider bounded functions only or to demand quasi-integrabil-
ity in advance every time, we generalize the integral concept such as to be 
applicable even to functions that are not quasi-integrable. 
DEFINITION. For a universally measurable function f and a probabilityµ on 
a measurable space we define J f dµ to be equal to J f dµ if f is quasi-
integrable with respect to µ and equal to - oo in the other case. 
Using the convention 00:::-00 and ± 00 • 0 = 0 (see Preliminaries 14) 
we conclude that ff dp depends on f in an additive and positively homo-
geneous manner: 
I (f+g)dµ J f dµ + I gdµ and I \f dµ ;\ f f dµ for :\ > 0 . 
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In particular we have 
J f dp dp . 
In general however, J -fdl-1 differs from -J fdp. Also, Fubini's theorem 
cannot be generalized, 
We now turn to the measurability properties of the integral defined 
above. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let f be a universally measurable (or or 
Souslin) function on a measurable space E. Then the function l-1 ~ J fdp on E 
is universally measurable (or measurable, or Souslin, respectively). 
PROOF. We prove the statement on Souslin functions. We first consider the 
case that f is positive. Then f is the limit of the increasing sequence 
of 
I 
m=I 
l -n ) {f>m 2 } nEIN 
functions, so 
ff dp = lim 
n 
I p{f>m 2-n} 
m=l 
for each l-1 E E 
For each m,n E JN the set {f>m 2-n} is a Souslin subset of E, which implies 
by Proposition 4.8 that p{f>m 2-n} is a Souslin function of p. Applying 
Proposition 4. 7 we conclude that J f dp also is a Souslin function of µ .• 
As any bounded function differs only a constant from a positive one this 
result: also holds for bounded Souslin functions L 
Now let f be an arbitrary Souslin function, and for each m,n E JN let 
the function fn be defined on E by 
m 
fn(x) := min {n,max{-m,f(x)}} . 
m 
Note that fn is the function f truncated at the values + n and - m. For m 
each m,n E IN, fn is a bounded Souslin function and rn 
f f dp 
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It now follows from Proposition 4. 7 that J f dµ is a Souslin function of µ. 
The statement on (universally) measurable functions f can be proved 
in a similar way: instead of Proposition 4.8 use the fact that µ(A) depends 
(universally) measurable on µ for every (universally) measurable set A, 
i.e. Proposition 3.6 and the definition of E. D 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let E and F be measurable spaces and f a universally 
measurable (or measurable, or Souslin} function on E x F. Then the functions 
y >+ f(x,y) (x E E) on F and the function (x,µ) 1+ l f(x,y)µ(dy) on E x Fare 
universally measurable (or measurable, or Souslin, respectively). 
PROOF. We prove the statement on Souslin functions; the other cases can be 
treated in a similar way. 
Let x E E. Then the mapping y 1+ (x,y) of F into E x F is measurable, 
because its coordinates y 1+ x and y I+ y are measurable. Now y i+ f(x,y) is 
the composition of this measurable mapping and the Souslin function f and 
therefore it is a Souslin function itself. 
For every x E E, µ E F we have 
ff+ (x,y) i1(dy) 
and similarly for f-. Consequently J f(x,y)µ(dy) equals J fd(cS x µ), 
- - x 
which is a Souslin function of ox x µby Proposition 6.1. The result now 
follows from the fact that ox x µ depends measurably on (x,µ) (see the 
examples I and 5 following Proposition 2.2), and that the composition of a 
measurable mapping and a Souslin function is a Souslin function. D 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYTIC SPACES 
We have now arrived at the main topic of this monograph: a measure-
theoretic treatment of analytic spaces. The importance of analytic topo-
logical spaces (for a definition see [Hoffmann-J~rgensen], Ch. III § 1) in 
dynamic programming is due to certain properties of the a-algebras generated 
by their topologies. In our measure-theoretic approach we have taken these 
properties as a starting point, and, in fact, we have chosen one of them as 
the defining property of the class of measurable spaces to be studied. This 
class, therefore, is an extension of the class of analytic topological 
spaces as far as the measure-theoretic structure is concerned. 
The facts on analytic spaces collected in the first section of this 
chapter should give the reader a good impression of such spaces. But, since 
we have always kept in mind the applications of chapter III, the treatment 
of the subject can only be considered complete in connection with these 
applications. In the second section, the one on separating classes, count-
ably generated analytic spaces are considered, and their relation to topo-
logical analytic spaces is made clear. In the third and final section of 
this chapter probabilities on analytic spaces are treated, and, in particu-
lar, sets of these probabilities that will play a role in the applications. 
DEFINITION. A measurable space F is called analytic if for every measurable 
space E and every Souslin subset S of E x F; 
i) The projection SE of S on E is a Souslin subset of E, 
ii) S contains the graph of a universally measurable mapping of the 
subspace SE of E into F. 
The reader should note that, in the above definition, it is not the 
graph of the mapping that is supposed to be universally measurable but the 
mapping itself, 
A a-algebra E of subsets of a set E is called analytic, when the 
space (E,E) is 
The usefulness of analytic spaces for dynamic programming is mainly 
due to the property expressed in the following proposition, as will become 
evident in Chapter III. 
PROPOSITION 7. l (Exact selection theorem). Let E be a measurable space, F 
an analytic space, S a Souslin subspace of E x F every sec-tion 
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S := {y E F I (x,y) E S} of which 'is nonempty, and f a Souslin .function on 
x 
S. Further let g: E -+ IR be defined by g(x) = sup f(x,y) and let 
yESX 
T ·= {x E E I 3 S g(x) 
YE x 
f(x,y)} . 
Then g is a Souslin function and T is univer•saUy measur•able. 
Moreover, for every universally measurable function h on E such that 
< g(x) if -oo < g(x), 
h(x) 
g(x) else, 
a unioersaUy measurable ma:pping rp: E -+ F exists the graph of which is 
contained in S and such that for each x E E 
g(x) if x E T, 
f(x,cp(x)) 
> h(x) else. 
PROOF. Let E and F be the rr-algebras of E and F, respectively. For every 
a c lR the set {x E E I g(x) > a} is the projection on E of the Souslin 
subset {(x,y) E S f(x,y) > a} of E x F, and therefore it is a Souslin 
subset of E, since F is analytic. This implies that g is a Souslin function. 
Next, let 
A := { (x,y) E S I f(x,y) g(x)} 
and 
B := {(x,y) c S I f(x,y) > h(x)} • 
Then 
A S n [ n ({r<f} u ({g,,;r} x F))] 
rcQ 
and 
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B S n [ U ({r<f} n ({hsr} x F))] , 
rEQ 
where Q is the set of rational numbers. Now, for each r E Q we have 
{r<f} E S(E ® F) c S(U(E) ® f) , 
{gsr} x F E U(E) x F E S(U(E) 0 F) , 
and similarly for {hsr} x F. Consequently, A and B belong to S(U(E) ® F). 
We now consider the product space (E,U(E)) x (F,F). From the analyti-
city of F we conclude that the projection ~ of A on E is universally 
measurable with respect to U(E) and that there exists a mapping a of ~ 
into F that is universally measurable with respect to U(E)IAE and whose 
graph is contained in A. Similarly, the projection BE of B on E is univer-
sally measurable with respect to U(E) and there exists a mapping S of BE 
into F that is universally measurable with respect to U(f)[BE and whose 
graph is contained in B. Moreover, it follows from the definitions of A and 
B that ~ u BE = E. 
Now T = ~· so T is universally measurable with respect to U(E) and 
therefore with respect to E by Proposition 3.2. 
Finally, the mapping cp: E + F defined by 
a(x) if x 
cp (x) 
S (x) else 
is easily seen to have the desired properties. 
For f a Souslin function defined on E x F taking the values 0 and l 
only, the exact selection theorem reduces to the definition of analyticity 
of F. Consequently, the validity of the exact selection theorem character-
izes analytic spaces. 
We shall show that the class of analytic spaces is closed under the 
constructions for measurable spaces most commonly used and that it there-
fore contains many of the measurable spaces encountered in practice. To 
begin with, we shall prove that the space ID, introduced in section 5, is 
analytic. 
PROPOSITION 7 .2. The space ID is a:naZyt1~c< 
0 
PROOF. Let E be a measurable space and S a Souslin subset of E x ID. For 
each k E JN let the partition Pk of ID be defined by 
n. (i = l, ... ,k)} In E {O,l}k} 
l 
and let P ~= UkEIN Pk. Then, for each k E IN and for each P E Pk, Pc is the 
union of 2 - I members of Pk. So P c P c S(P). Since, moreover, the o-
c s 
algebra V of ID is generated by P, we have V c S ( P) as a consequence of 
Proposition 4.1. When Eis the a-algebra of E, then, by Proposition 4.5, 
E © V c S(E x P) and, therefore, S(E ® V) c S(E x P). Consequently, by the 
definition of S the set S can be written as 
s 
where the A's are measurable subsets of E and the B's belong to P. 
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For each n and k the set B is contained in a member of Pk. or 
nl''"''nk 
equal to a finite union of members of Pk,· in any case Bn n can be p· . ., k 
written as a countable union, say U B.11, of members of P each of Jl,EJN n,, ••• ,nk' 
which is contained in some member of Pk. Hence we have 
s U n (A x U BJI, \ 
nEINJN kEJN n1,····~ Jl,EJN nl, ••• ,~} 
From this we deduce 
where n l+ (a (n), S (n)) is some surj ection of JN onto IN x IN. Hence 
s u JN n 
J1E1N kE1N 
where, for each n and k a• is a measurable subset of of E and 
, ''Ill ' ... 'Ilk ' 
B' is a member of P that is contained in some member of This 
n 1, ••• ,nk 
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implies that for each n E: ININ n B' contains at most one point kE IN n l ' • • • 'nk 
For each n and k we now define 
Then 
s u JN n 
nElN kEIN 
k 
if n 
.t=l 
else. 
P • • JN h . l' . Moreover, as is semicompact, for each n E IN we have t e 1mp 1cat1ons: 
n A" ~"Ill ""' vkEJN A" 
"' 
Ill 
""' kEJN nl ' •.• nl , ••. 
k 
VkEIN n B' 
"' 
Ill 
""' 
n B' 
"' 0 
.t=J n 1, .. .,n.t kEIN nl , •.• ·~ 
We now show that the projection SE of S on E is a Souslin subset of E. 
Let x E Then there is some y E ID such that (x,y) E S and hence 
On the other hand, when x belongs to the last set, then there exists n E IN IN 
such that X E nk ThT ~ n , Which implies f'lkEI!~ 
Em ]''''' k ·' 
7' Ill, and 
hence, the existence of y E ID with y E nkElN 
E n (A" 
kEIN nl'"' 
so the point x belongs to SE. The foregoing implies that SE equals 
U nk ·n and, consequently, SE is a Souslin subset of E. 
n I''''' k 
Next we show that: S contains the graph of a universally measurable 
mapping <P: + ID. For each n E :IN :IN and k E IN we define 
:= c u m n 
mElN .tElN 
) n 
Then 
s c 
E 
u 
iEIN 
* A. 
l. 
and c u 
iEIN 
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for each n E IN IN and k E IN. Now let x E SE and let p E IN IN be such that, 
for each k E IN, pk is the smallest positive integer for which 
x E A* Then 
P1' ••• ,pk 
n A" "' n 
kEIN pi' .•• ' Pk kEIN 
and hence nk IN Bp' p ! 0. This implies that the last intersection 
E I•"'• k 
contains precisely one point, say ~(x), of ID. Moreover, we have 
(x,~(x)) E n 
kEIN 
x B' c S • 
pi'' •• ,pk 
The graph of the mapping ~: SE + ID defined above is therefore contained 
in S. 
To prove the universal measurability of ~. let k E IN and B E Pk. 
Let N be the set of those n E INk for which B' c B. Then the 
n1 ' .. .,nk 
following four statements are equivalent: 
~(x) E B 
' 
B' c B 
' 
(pl, .•• ,pk) E N • pl' ••• ,pk 
k nt-1 
(A* \ u * ) X E u n A . 
nEN t=I n 1, ••• ,nt i=I nl •·'' ,nt-1 ' 1 
As each A* is a Souslin subset of E and N is countable, ~-IB belongs to the 
a-algebra generated by the Souslin subsets of SE and, hence, is universally 
measurable. Now the result follows from V = o(UkEIN Pk). 0 
The analyticity of a large class of measurable spaces will be deduced 
from the analyticity of ID. Material in these deductions is Proposition 7.5, 
where mappings of analytic spaces into ID are considered. First we give some 
preparatory results on mappings in general. 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. Let E and F be measu:l'able spaces, let F he countably 
separated and let w: E + F he measurable. Then the graph of w is a measur-
able subset of E x F. 
PROOF. Let A be a countable collection of measurable subsets of F that 
separates the points of F. Then for every (x,y) E E x F we have: 
(x,y) ' graph qi ~ y ~ w(x) .,. 
(x,y) E U [(w- 1A x Ac) u ((w- 1A)c x A)] • 
M_A 
So the graph of w is the complement of a countable union of measurable 
subsets of E x F, and therefore is measurable itself. 
DEFINITION. Let (E,E) and (F,F) be measurable spaces and let w: E +F. 
A right inverse of w is a mapping <fi: wE + E such that qi o q, is the identity 
on qiE. The mapping qi is called strictly measurable if E = w- 1F. The mapping 
w is called an isomorphic embedding when it is strictly measurable and 
injective, 
Note that every mapping has a right inverse, but that this inverse is 
unique only when the mapping is injective. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. 
i) Let (E,E) and (F,F) be measurable spaces and let qi: E + F be strictly 
-l measurable. Then S(E) = qi S(F) and every right inverse of w is 
measurable with respect to FI (qiE). 
ii) Let E be a countably generated measurable space. Then there exists a 
strictly measurable mapping qi: E + ID. 
PROOF. 
i) -J -l S(E) = S(qi F) = qi S(F) because of Proposition 4,3, Let q, be a right 
inverse of ~o For every measurable subset A of E there exists a 
-l measurable subset B of F such that A = qi B and, hence such that 
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-I -I -I -1 4 A = 4 (qi B) = (qi 0 4) B = B n (qiE) . 
Consequently, 4 is measurable with respect to Fl(qiE). 
ii) Let {C I n E IN} be a countable collection generating the a-algebra 
n 
E of E. Moreover, let V be the a-algebra of ID, and for each n E IN 
let D := {y EID I y =I}. Define qi: E +ID 
n n 
(n E IN, x E E). Then for every n E IN we have 
sequently a{C n E IN} = qi- 1a{D 
_ 1 n n 
E = qi V. So qi is strictly measurable. 
by (qi(x)) := le (x) 
_ 1 n n 
Cn = qi Dn and con-
or equivalently n E IN} 
The characterization of analytic spaces given in the following 
proposition is a useful alternative to the defining one. It will be used 
frequently in the rest of this chapter. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. A measUX'able space Fis analytic iff for every measurable 
mapping qi: F + ID the range of qi is a Sous l in subset of ID and qi has a 
universally measurable right inverse. 
PROOF. Let F be analytic and qi: F + ID measurable. As ID is countably 
separated, the graph of qi is a measurable subset of F x ID by Proposition 
7.3 and, hence, a Souslin subset of F x ID. The range of qi is the 
projection on ID of the graph of qi and therefore is a Souslin subset of ID. 
Moreover, the graph of qi contains the graph of a universally measurable 
mapping of qiF into F, which obviously is a right inverse of qi. 
Conversely, let (F,F) be a measurable space having the property 
stated in the proposition. We shall show that F obeys the definition of 
analyticity. To this end let (E,E) be a measurable space, and let S be a 
Souslin subset of E x F. Then by Propositions 4.2 and 4.5 we have 
SE S(E ® F) c SS(E x F) = S(E x F), i.e. Sis the kernel of a Souslin 
scheme on E x F. As each Souslin scheme involves only countably many sets, 
we even have S E S(E x C) for some countable subclass C of F. 
By Proposition 7.4 a mapping qi: F +ID exists that is strictly 
measurable with respect to cr(C), and, therefore, measurable with respect to 
F. When 4: E x F + E x ID is defined by 4(x,y) = (x,qi(y)), then 4 is 
easily seen to be strictly measurable with respect to E ® a(C). It now 
follows from Proposition 7.4 that a Souslin subset S' of Ex ID exists such 
-1 that S = 4 S', and hence, such that 4S = S' n (Ex qiF). The properties of 
F imply that qiF is a Souslin subset of ID. So E x qiF is a Souslin subset of 
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E x ID and this in turn implies that <jiS is the intersection of two Souslin 
subsets of E x ID and, consequently, a Souslin set itself. 
From the definition of <ji it now follows that the projection SE of S 
on E equals the projection of <jiS on E. The latter set, however, is a 
Souslin subset of E, due to the analyticity of Ill. 
It also follows from the analyticity of ID that there exists a 
universally measurable mapping a: SE -+ ID the graph of which is contained 
in <jiS. Further, by the properties of F, there exists a universally measur-
able right inverse S of ~· The mapping S e a: SE -+ F therefore is univer-
sally measurable, and for every x E SE we have 
Hence, 
<ji(x,(Soa)x) = (x,(~oSoa)x) 
-] graph(Soa) c <ji S' = S 
(x,ax) E q,s c S' . 
The foregoing 
analyticity. 
that F satisfies the defining conditions for 
We are now able to prove the stability properties of the class of 
analytic spacec announced earlier. 
PROPOSITION 7 .6. The class of analytic svaces is closed under the foY'mation 
i) measurcible images, 
ii) Souslin subspaces, 
iii) product spaces. 
PROOF. 
i) Let a measurable space F be the image of an analytic space E under a 
measurable mapping <ji. We shall prove that the characterization of 
analytic spaces given in the preceeding proposition applies to F. 
D 
So, let ~ be a measurable mapping of F into ID. Then ~ e <ji is a 
measurable mapping of the analytic space E into ID and by the 
preceeding proposition, its range is a Souslin subset of Ill, while it 
has a universally measurable right inverse x, As the range of cp equals 
the range of ~ 0 ~' and as q, o x is a right inverse of ~, the range of cp 
is a Souslin subset of ID and cp has a universally measurable right 
inverse. From this and the arbirariness of cp it follows that F is 
analytic. 
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ii) To prove the statement on Souslin subspaces we use the definition of 
analyticity. Let F be a Souslin subspace of an analytic space F'. 
Further, let E be a measurable space and let S be a Souslin subset of 
E x F. Then, by Proposition 4.4, S is the intersection of E x F and 
some Souslin subset of Ex F'. Now Ex F itself is a Souslin subset of 
E x F', so S is a Souslin subset of E x F' as well. From the analyti-
city of F' we deduce that the projection SE of S on E is a Souslin 
subset of E, and that S contains the graph of a universally measurable 
mapping of SE into F'. The range of this mapping is contained in F and 
it can, therefore, be considered as a universally measurable mapping of 
SE into F. 
The foregoing implies that F is analytic. 
iii) Let (Fi,Fi)iEI be a family of analytic spaces and let F :~ niEI Fi. 
For each measurable mapping cp: F -+ ID we shall show that the range of 
cp is a Souslin subset of ID and that cp has a universally measurable 
right inverse. These facts imply that F is analytic. 
Since the a-algebra V of ID is countably generated, so is the sub-a-
algebra cp-lv of F. So cp-JV is contained in a sub-a-algebra of F that 
is generated by countably many rectangles in niEI Fi. Consequently, 
there exists a countable subset 
0 
ably generated sub-a-algebra F. 
-I 0 1· 
and such that cp V c ®· 1 F .• 1.E 1. 
J of I and, for each i E I, a count-
0 
of Fi such that viEI\J Fi 
We shall now show that the mapping cp: F -+ ID can be decomposed into a 
mapping tjJ: F ·+ m3 and a mapping x: q,F -+ ID. To this end let, for each 
j E J, the mapping q,.: -+ID be strictly measurable with respect to J . 
f! (such mappings exist by Proposition 7.4) and let q,: F-+ IDJ be 
J 
defined by tjJ(x). := ~.(x.) (j E J, x E F). Now suppose that x and x' 
J J J 
are points of F such that ljJ(x) ljJ(x'). Then for each E J we have 
ljJJ·(x.) = tjJ.(x~), so x. and x! are not separated by tf;. hence not by 
J J J J J J 
F9. Since F9 is trivial for i ef. J, x and x' are not separated by 
J 0 i. -I 
®iEI Fi and therefore they are not separated by the smaller class ~ V 
either. As V separates the point of ID, this implies that cp (x) = cp (x'). 
The arbitrariness of x and x' now implies that cp = x o ~ for some 
mapping x: tj,F _,. ID. 
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Next we show that the range of t[i is an analytic space and that t[i has 
a universally measurable right inverse. Let j E J. Since (F., F.) is 
J J 
analytic and t[i. is measurable with respect to F., the range of t[i. is J . J J 
a Souslin subset, S. say, of ID and t[i. has a right inverse, say B., J J J 
that is universally measurable with respect to F .. Moreover, when rr. 
J -1 J J is the j-th coordinate of ID , then rr. S. is a Souslin subset of 
J J 
m1 by Proposition' 4.3. The foregoing now implies that 
t[iF n 
jc:J 
n 
jEJ 
s. 
J 
n 
jEJ 
-I 
( J( • s.) 
J J 
so t[iF is a countable intersection of Souslin sets and, therefore, a 
J Souslin set itselL Since J is countable, the space ID is isomorphic 
to ID and therefore it is analytic. Consequently t[iF, being a Souslin 
subset of nl, is analytic by the result ii) proved above. 
To construct a universally measurable right inverse s t[iF + F of 4, we 
merely choose a point a E F and define 
Si(yi) if i E: J 
[ 13 (y) ] i (i E I, y E t/;F) 
a. if i E I \ J l 
The universal measurability of s follows from the fact that for each 
coordinate n:! of niEI we have 1. 
s. 0 1!. if i E J 
It! s 1 l 0 
l if i I \ J a. E , 1. 
and from the universal measurability of the f\' s (see remark pre-
ceeding Proposition 3.4). 
Finally, we turn to the mapyJing x: t[iF -+ ID. It follows from the 
definition of 4' : F + IDJ that 4' is strictly measurable with respect 
to ®iEI F?. Since we also have l 
-] 
cp v c ® 
iEI 
it follows that x - l V is contained in the a-algebra of t[iL So x is 
measurable. As the domain <j,F of x has been proved to be analytic, the 
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range of x is a Souslin subset of ID and x has a universally measur-
able right inverse, say y. 
Now the range of cp equals the range of x, and S 0 y is easily seen to 
be a universally measurable right inverse of cp. From the arbitrariness 
of cp it now follows that the space n. (F.,F.) is analytic. D 1 1 1 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let (F,F) be an analytic space and let G be a sub-a-algebra 
of F. Then the space (F ,G) is analytic as 1JeU. 
The construction principles mentioned in Proposition 7.6, and the 
analyticity of ID enable us to obtain a large variety of analytic spaces. 
We give an example. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. The space IR is analytic. 
PROOF. Let cp: ID~ [O,I] be defined by 
cp (x) l 
n=l 
-n 
x ·2 
n 
Then cp is a surjection. Moreover, cp is measurable, because for each n E IN 
the number depends measurably on x. So, [O,l] is a measurable image of 
ID and, therefore, it is analytic. The same holds for the measurable sub-
space l) of [ 0, I] and, consequently, for the space IR, which is the 
image of (O,I) under the measurable mapping 
l 
x>+-+---
x x - l 
When the a-algebras f and F of two measurable spaces (E, E) and (F, F) 
are isomorphic, the spaces (E, f) and (F, F) themselves are not necessarily 
isomorphic. In many situations, however, this distinction is immaterial. 
Note, for instance, that the spaces (E,E) and (F,F) are isomorphic if the 
CJ-algebras E and F are isomorphic. It follows from these considerations and 
the following proposition that it is often possible to consider a countably 
generated analytic space to be a Souslin subspace of JD, 
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PROPOSITION 7. 9. Let (F, F) be a countab Zy gener>ated 
is isomor>phic to the of some SousZin 
.space. Then F 
of ID. 
PROOF. It follows from Proposition 7.4 that there is a strictly measurable 
mapping cp F -> ID. Proposition 7 .5 implies that the range of cp is a Souslin 
subset of ID. Hence the result. 
If (F,F) is a measurable space, Ga sub-a-algebra of F and µ a 
probability on G, then µ is not necessarily extendable to a probability on 
F. When such an extension happens to exist, it need not be unique. For 
analytic spaces, however, things are not too bad: 
PROPOSITION 7. 10. Let (F, F) be an .space and let G be a 
gener>ated sub-a-algebra F. Then there exi.sts a universally measurable 
cp: (F, G) + (F, f) .such that for> eve.ry vrobabi l i ty µ on G the 
probabiUty cp(µ) is an extension of µ to F. 
PROOF. By Proposition 7.4 there exists a mapping<}: F-+ ID that is (strict-
ly) measurable with respect to G, and hence, measurable with respect to F. 
Since (F, F) is , by Proposition 7 .5 there is a right inverse x of lj; 
that is universally measurable with respect to F. 
-l -l be defined by cp(µ) := µ o lj; o x • (F ,G) 
~ 
(F, F) Now let cp: -+ 
a universally measurable subset of the 
t);- 1Cx- 1A) is a universally measurable 
subset of (F,G) by Proposition 3.4, which in turn implies, by Proposition 
For A E F the set -] . every x A :LS 
space t!;F. Consequently, the set 
-! -l ~ 3 6, thatµ(<} (x A)) depends universally measurably onµ E F(G). So, from 
the definitions of (F, F) and universal measurability it follows that the 
mapping qi is universally measurable. 
Finally, we shall show that for every probability µ on G the proba-
bility cp(µ) is an extension of µ to F. From the strict measurability of rµ 
it follows that G = lj; where V is the a-algebra of ID. So what we have 
-I to prove is that cp(µ) and il coincide on q, V. Therefore, let B E V. Then 
-1 
cp(µ)(lj; B) 
D 
because lj; 0 x is the [] 
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The mapping qi in the foregoing proposition is a (nonunique) univer-
sally measurable right inverse of the measurable mapping p: (F, F) ~ + (F ,G) ~ 
defined by (pµ)(G) = µ(G) (GE G), i.e. the mapping corresponding to 
restriction to G (see example 4 following Proposition 2.2). 
The remaining part of this section consists of the proof of Proposi-
tion 7. 13, which states that analyticity of a space F implies analyticity 
of the space F. We start· with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 7.11. ID is analytic. 
PROOF. Let A be a countable semicompact algebra generating the 0-algebra of 
ID, let the mapping qi: ID+ [O,l]A be defined by (qiµ) A= µ(A), and let M be 
A 
the subspace of [0,1] consisting of all additive functions v: A+ [0,1] 
for which v (ID) = I. 
Since A is a semicompact algebra, every member of M is 0-additive by 
Proposition 5.3, and therefore is uniquely extendable to a probability on 
0(A). This, however, implies that qi is injective and that the range of qi 
equals M. The mapping (p even is an isomorphic embedding because the a-
algebra of ID is generated by the mappings µ 1+ µ(A) (A E A), that is, by 
the mappingsµ i+ (qiµ) A (A EA). It is therefore sufficient to prove that M 
is analytic. 
Now [O, l]A is analytic, because [O, I] is, and Mis a measurable 
subset of [O,l]A, as it can be written as a countable intersection of 
measurable sets, e.g. 
n 
(A, B) 
A { v E [ 0' l ] I v (A) + v (B) v (A + B) and v (ID) 
where the intersection is over the countable set of disjoint 
members of A, Hence M is analytic. 
l} , 
(A,B) of 
D 
LEMMA 7.12. Let F be a countably generated analytic space. 1'hen Fis 
analytic. 
PROOF. By Proposition 7.9 the 0-algebra of Fis isomorphic to the 0-algebra 
of some Souslin subspace, S say, of ID, and, consequently, the spaces F and 
S are isomorphic. It will therefore be sufficient to prove that S is 
analytic. 
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To this end let us define the mapping qi: S -+ ID by (qiµ) (B) := µ(B n S) 
(B e: V) , where V is the a-algebra of ID. When µ, µ' e: S are such that 
qiµ qiµ', then µ and i.1' coincide on the a-algebra VIS of S and, therefore, 
are identical. So 1J1 is injective. Moreover, since the er-algebras of S and 
ID are generated by the functions µ i+ µ (B n S) and v i+ v (B) (B E V), 
respectively, the mapping IJI is an isomorphic embedding. So S is isomorphic 
to the range of IJI and what remains to be proved is the analyticity of this 
range. 
Now letµ ES. For every BEV such that Sc B we have (ijiµ)(B) 
µ(B n S) = µ(S) l, so (qiµ) (S) = I. On the other hand, let v E ID be 
such that v(S) = l. When we defineµ on Vis by µ(A) = v(A), thenµ is a 
probability and IJllJ = v. So the range of 1J1 is equal to the subset 
{v c ID [ v(S) = l} of ID. Since this subset can be written as 
n 
nEIN 
-1 {v E ID [ v(S) > I - n } , 
and since v 1+ v(S) is a Souslin function on ID by Proposition 4.8, the 
range of <p is a Souslin subset of ID. From the analyticity of ID together 
with Proposition 7.6 we now deduce that the range of IJI is analytic. 
PROPOSITION 7.13. If a measurable space Fis analytic, then Fis analytic 
as well. 
PROOF. We shall prove that F has the characterizing property of analytic 
spaces given in Proposition 7.5. Therefore, let ljl: (F,F)~-+ (ID,V) be 
measurable. Since V is countably generated, <p-IV is a countably generated 
sub-a-algebra of From the definition of F it follows that F is genrated 
by the collection C of subsets of F (F) of the form { µ E F (F) I µ(A) E B}, 
where A E F and where B is a measurable subset of JR. As a consequence, 
-1 there exists a countable subclass C0 of C such that 1J1 V c er(C0). Hence, by 
the definition of C, there exists a countable subclass A of F such that 
m-IV ( " is contained in the a-algebra generated by the functions µ i+ µ A) 
(A E A) on F(F). 
Now let G be the sub-a-algebra of F generated by A. Suppose that JJ' 
and µ" are probabilities on F that coincide on G. Then µ and µ" coincide on 
A and, therefore, they are not separated by the a-algebra on F (F) generated 
by the functionsµ 1+ µ(A) (A EA). As a consequenceµ' andµ" are not 
-! separated by the smaller er-algebra IJI V either. So, IJIJJ 1 and are not 
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separated by V and, therefore, are identical, since V separates the points 
of ID. 
The foregoing implies that we can write QJ = x 0 q,, where 
q,: (F,F)~ + (F,G)~ is the mapping corresponding to restriction to G, i.e. 
(q,µ)(A) :=µ(A) for all A E G andµ E F(F), and where x maps (F,G) into 
(ID, V). As G is a sub-a-algebra of F and since (F, F) is analytic, the space 
(F,G) is analytic as well by Corollary 7.7. Moreover, G is countably 
generated, so by Proposition 7.10 and the remark following it the mapping q, 
is surjective and has a universally measurable right inverse. 
~ -1~ 
From the definitions of G and q, it follows that q, G is the a-algebra 
on F(F) that is generated by 
-I 
the a-algebra QJ V. 
the functionsµ 1+ µ(A) (A E G); 
-1 -1 
Consequently, we have q, x V = 
it therefore 
-l (xoq,) V = contains 
-1 
QJ v c -1~ q, G and, since q, is surjective, -1 N x V c G. So x is measurable. 
Due to Lemma 7.12, the space (F,G)~ is analytic, because (F,G) is a 
countably generated analytic space. Together with the measurability of x 
this implies, by Proposition 7.5, that the range of x is a Souslin subset 
of ID and that x has a universally measurable right inverse. 
Since q, is surjective, the range of QJ equals the range of x and hence 
is a Souslin subset of ID. Moreover, the composition of the right inverses 
of x and q, mentioned above is a universally measurable right inverse of QJ· [J 
§ 8. Separating classes 
We shall now prove the so-called first separation theorem for analytic 
spaces. From this theorem it follows that the two conditions in the defini-
tion of analytic spaces are not independent when countably generated or 
countably separated spaces are considered. Moreover, with the aid of this 
theorem it is possible to characterize those analytic spaces whose a-
algebras are generated by an analytic topology. 
DEFINITION. Let A and B be collections of sets. Then B is said to sevarate 
A, if for every disjoint pair A1,A2 EA there exists a disjoint pair 
B1 ,B2 E B such that A1 c B 1 and A2 c Br 
This terminology is consistent with the notion of a separating 
collection of subsets of a set introduced earlier, since such a collection 
is characterized by the fact that it separates the collection of singletons. 
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For the proof of the first separation theorem we need: 
LEMMA 8. l. Let (E,E) be a measurable space, 
I countable collections of subsets of E, S := 
When the pair {S 1 ,s2 } is not separated by E, 
I 2 pair {S.,S.} is not separated by E either. 
I. J 
{ s ~ I i E JN} and { s~ I i E 
1 1 
u. ms! and s2 := u. ms21 .. lE 1 lE 
then for some i, j E IN the 
PROOF. We argue by contradiction. Let the pair {S~,S~} be separated by E 
1 J 
IN} 
for every i,j E 
S ~ c M .. and S~ 
JN. Then for every i,j E IN there exists M .. E E such that lJ 
l. l.J J 
U. JN n. IN M •. 
:LE JE l.J 
c M? •• Consequently, s 1 is contained in the set lJ 
and s2 in the compliment of this set. So the pair { S 1, s2 } 
is separated by E. 
PROPOSITION 8.2 (First separation theorem). Let (E,E) be an analytic space. 
Then E separates S ( E) • 
PROOF. 
i) We first consider the case that E equals ID. Let V be the a-algebra 
D 
of ID and let A be a countable semicompact algebra generating V (cf. 
Proposition 5.t+). As A is closed under complementation, by Proposition 
4. I we have o(A) c S(A). Moreover, V = o(A), so S(V) c S(S(A)) = S(A). 
l 2 Now let S ,S E S(V). Then 
U IN n 
nEIN kElN 
(r l,2) 
for certain sets ar n belonging to A. For r E { 1,2} and for 
.'TI I ' • · · ' k 
every finite sequence m1, ••• ,mp of positive integers we define 
Then 
u 
iEJN 
:= U { n Ar 
kEIN nl ''.' 
s~ and 
l 
I n E IN IN and 
u 
iE:IN 
L h h · { ! s2} . d b V h et us suppose t at t e pair S , is not separate y • It t en 
follows by induction on p, and by use of Lemma 8.l at each step, 
that there exist ,m2 E Il~IN such that for each p the pair 
is not separated by V. As 
c n 
k:O:p 
E V 
for every p and r, this implies that for every p the pair 
{ n Ar r r bp m1, ••• ,~ 
r = 1,2} 
is not disjoinL It now follows from the semicompactness of A that 
the set 
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is nonempty, and hence, that s 1 and s2 are not disjoint. The fore-
going implies that any disjoint pair of members of S(V) is separated 
by V. 
ii) Next let (E,E) be a countably generated analytic space. Then, by 
Proposition 7.9, the space (E,E) may be supposed to be a Souslin 
subspace of (1D, V) and consequently S(E) c S(V) by Proposition 4.4. 
As S(V) is separated by V, so is S(E). Since each member of S(E) is 
contained in E, the collection S(E) is separated by the trace E of V 
on E as well. 
iii) I 2 Finally, let (E,E) be an arbitrary analytic space and let S ,S E S(E). 
Then there exists a countable subclass C of E such that s 1 ,s2 E S(C) c 
c S(o(C)) (see the remark following the definition of Applying 
ii) to the space (E,cr(C)) we conclude that the pair s1 ,s2 is separated 
by o(C), and hence, also by the larger class E. D 
COROLLARY 8.3. If (E,E) is an analytic space, then 
E ={Ac E [ A E S(E) and Ac E S(E)} , 
and hence, Eis the largest a-algebra contained in S(E). 
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The following proposition is a generalization of the "only if"-part 
of Proposition 7.5. 
PROPOSITION 8.4. Let cp be a measurable mapping of an svace F into 
a countably separated measural1le space G. Then the range of cp is a Sousiin 
subset of G and cp has a universally measurable right inverse. When, in 
addition, cp is injective~ then cp is an isomorrohic embedding. 
PROOF. To prove the first part of the proposition we can repeat the first 
part of the proof of Proposition 7 .5, with ID replaced by G. 
Next, let cp be injective. I.et A be a measurable subset of F. We 
shall prove that cpA is a measurable subset of cpF. By Proposition 7.6, A is 
an analytic subspace of F, which is mapl)ed by cp into the countably sepa-
rated space qJF. So, by what has already been proved above, qJA is a Souslin 
subset of the space qJF. A similar reasoning holds for the set Ac. Since cp 
is injective, cp(A) and cp(Ac) are complementary Souslin subsets of cpF. From 
Proposition 7.6 we deduce that cpF is an analytic space and, by Corollary 
8.3, this implies that cpA is measurable. As A is arbitrarily chosen, it 
follows that cp is an isomorphic embedding. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let E) be an analytic space. Then any countcibte 
separating subclass of E generates E. 
PROOF. Let C be a countable separating subclass of E. Then (E,o(C)) is 
countably separated and the identity on E is a measurable ection of 
(E,E) onto (E,o(C)). The preceding proposition now implies that E equals 
G (C). 
Proposition 8. 5 implies an extremal property of the o-algebra of a 
countably separated analytic space: no smaller o-algebra is countably 
separated, no larger one is analytic. 
In the definition of analytic spaces as well as in some propositions 
of the last two sections and in their proofs we can distinguish two parts: 
one bearing on Souslin sets and another one having to do with universally 
measurable mappings. Moreover, inspection of the proofs mentioned reveals 
that the first part is in a sense independent of the second one and, after 
skipping everything bearing on universally measurable mappings in defini-
tions as well as in propositions and proofs, we are left with a theory 
D 
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about a class of spaces that is possibly larger than the class of analytic 
spaces. 
As has been remarked at the end of Section 4, another possible 
modification of the theory is obtained by substituting limit measurable 
sets and mappings for universally measurable ones. The following proposi-
tion implies that these three theories coincide for measurable spaces that 
are countably generated or countably separated. 
PROPOSITION 8.6. Let F be a measurable svm:e that ·is countably generated or 
countably sepClY'ated. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
i) F is analytic. 
ii) For every measurable space E and every 8ou.slin subset S of E x F, the 
projection of S on E is a 8ouslin subset of E. 
iii) For every measurable mapping cp: F + ID the range of qi is a 8ouslin 
subset of ID. 
PROOF. The proof consists of two parts. 
Part I. We first consider the case that F is countably generated. We shall 
prove the implications i) =>ii)=> iii)""' i). 
i) "*' ii). This follows from the definition of analyticity. 
ii) "*'iii). Let qi: F +ID be a measurable mapping. Since ID is countably 
separated, the graph of qi is a measurable subset of F x ID by Proposition 
7.3. As a consequence of ii) the projection on ID of this graph, being the 
range of qi, is a Souslin subset of ID. 
iii) "*' i). Let qi: F ->- ID be measurable. By Proposition 7 .5 it is sufficient 
to prove that qi has a universally measurable right inverse. 
Let cj>: F ->- ID be strictly measurable and let n: cjiF ->- F be a measurable 
right inverse of cj>; the existence of such mappings follows from Proposition 
7.4. Moreover, it follows from iii), applied to cj>, that the range ljJF of cj> 
is a Souslin subspace of ID and hence, that cj>F is analytic. 
Now we show that qi qi o n o cji. To this end let x and x' be points of 
F such that cj>x = cj>x'. Then cj>x and ljJx' are not separated by the er-algebra V 
-1 
of ID and, therefore, x and x' are not separated by the er-algebra ljJ V of F. 
A - 1v -iv b h · · · ' s qi c ljJ , y the measura ility of qi, the points x and x are not 
separated by cp-IV either, and therefore qix and qix' are not separated by V. 
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So cpx = cpx'. In particular we can take x' := (not);)x. Then t);x' = t~x, and 
hence, cpx = = (cporio<)>)x. The arbitrariness of x now implies cp = cp 0 ri o t);. 
Next consider the mapping cp o ri: t);F ->- ID. It follows from the equality 
last obtained that the range of cp 0 l'l equals the range of cp. Moreover, cp 0 Y] 
is measurable, since cp and l'l are, and t);F is analytic. So, by Proposition 7.5 
cp 0 11 has a universally measurable right inverse, t;: lpF -r t);F say. It follows 
that the mapping ri o t; i·s a universally measurable right inverse of cp. 
Part II. Next let F be countably separated, and suppose that at least one 
of the statements i), ii) or iii) is true. 
Let F be the a-algebra of F, Ca countable subclass of F, 
A E F, and A the a-algebra generated by the collection C u {A}. Then A is a 
sub-a-algebra of F, so each (hence, at least one) of the statements i), ii) 
or iii) that holds for (F', F) also holds for (F ,A). As A is countably gener-
ated, it follows from Part I that the three statements are equivalent for 
(F,A). So each of them (in particular i)) holds for (F i. e. (F ,A) is 
analytic. It now follows from Pronosition 8.5 that the countable separating 
class C generates A and therefore that A E a(C). 
Since A is an arbitrarily chosen member of F, we have F c o(C), and 
hence, F = o(C). So (F,F) is countably generated and, by Part I, the three 
statements are equivalent for (F,F). As at least one of them is true, they 
all are. D 
The measurable spaces appearing in many are countably 
generated or, when not, one often is interested only in a function defined 
on such a space, to which again there corresponds a countably generated 
a-algebra. So there would have been no serious loss of applicability had we 
incorporated in the definition of analytic spaces the condition that such a 
space were countably generated. This however would have been at the cost of 
stability of the class of analytic spaces under the formation of measurable 
and product spaces. A similar remark can be made about separation: 
a nonseparated measurable space is not essentially different from a sepa-
rated one, but the property of being separated is not conserved under the 
formation of measurable images. 
We conclude this section with a characterization of those measurable 
spaces whose a-algebra is generated by an analytic topology. This charac-
terization will not be used in the sequel. The a-algebra of a measurable 
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space is generated by an analytic topology iff that space is isomorphic to 
a Souslin subset of the measurable space [O,l) (cf. [Hoffman-J~rgensen] 
Ch. III §2, theorems 3 and 4). Since the measurable spaces [O,l] and ID 
are isomorphic ([Bertsekas & Shreve] Proposition 7.16) the latter condition 
is equivalent to the space being isomorphic to a Souslin subspace of ID. It 
now follows from Propositions 7.2, 7.6 and 7.9 that this in turn is equiva-
lent to the condition th'at the space is countably separated and analytic. 
Most of our results concerning countably generated analytic spaces 
are known to be valid for analytic topological spaces. So these results are 
new only in that they have been derived by measure-theoretic means only. 
§ 9. Probabilities on analytic spaces 
This section is devoted to what may be called Kolmogorov's theorem 
for analytic spaces and to the decomposition of probabilities defined on 
product spaces into a marginal probability and a transition probability. 
In both topics semicompact classes play a central role and we start with a 
proposition concerning them. 
PROPOSITION 9. I . Let (F, f) be a countably generated analytic space. '!'hen 
there exists a semicorrrpact subclass C of F such that for every µ E F and 
A E F: 
µ(A) = sup {µ(C) I C E C and C c A} 
PROOF. As F is isomorphic to the a-algebra of some Souslin subspace of ID 
(cf. Proposition 7. 9), (F, F) itself may be supposed to be a Souslin sub-
space of ID. By Proposition 5.4 the cr-algebra V of ID is generated by a 
semicompact algebra A and, as A is closed under complementation, we have 
V c S(A) by Proposition 4.l. It now follows from Proposition 5,2 that, for 
every Souslin subset S of ID and for every µ E ID, we have 
µ(S) = sup {µ(C) I C E Asa and C c S} 
to sets S contained in F and probabilities µ concentrated on 
F we get 
µ ( S) sup { µ ( C) I C E C and C c S} , 
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where C :~ {C E Asa C c FL Moreover C is a subclass of Asa and Aso is 
semicompact because A is (Proposition 5.1). Consequently C is semicompact 
as well. Finally, we observe that every member of F is the intersection of 
F with some member of V, and hence, is a Souslin subset of ID that is 
contained in F. D 
PROPOSITION 9. 2. Let (Fi') iE:I be a famiZy analytic spaces and for every 
finite subset I' of I let µ 1, be a probability on niEI' such that., 
every pair I' ,I" of finite subsets of I with I' c I", the probability µ 1 , 
is the mm'ginal of µ 111 (corresponding to ·the projection of niEI" onto 
niEI' Fi). Then there eX?:sts a unique p.robability on niEI Fi the 
probabiUties µ 1 , (I' finite subset of I) as its marginals. 
PROOF. Let FI, := n. I' F. for each subset I' of I, and let A be the 
- l.E l. 
collection of measurable cylinders of • We now define µ: A+ 1R as 
follows. For every A E A there exists a finite subset I' of I and a measur-
able cylinder A' of FI, such that A= A' x FI\I'. Next we define 
µ(A) : "' µI, (A'). The definition of µ(A) is easily seen to be independent of 
the particular choice of I'. Moreover, the functionµ thus defined is the 
only function on A whose marginals coincide with the probabilities µI'. As 
A generates the CJ-algebra of FI, all that remains to be proved is CJ-addi-
tivity ofµ on A (see [Neveu] Proposition I.6.1). 
Let C be a subclass of A consisting of a countable collection pair-
wise disjoint sets together with their union. Then there exists a family 
(C.). 1 , with C. a countable collection of measurable subsets of for 1. lE. 1. 
each i E I, and such that C is contained in the semialgebra B of measurable 
cylinders of the space n. 1 (F., o (C.)). B is contained in A and the restric-1.E 1. 1. 
tion of µ to B is the unique function on B whose marginals coincide with 
the restriction of the measures µ1 , to the spaces niEI'(Fi'o(Ci)), 
Now for each i E I the space (Fi,v(Ci)) is countably generated and 
analytic, being a measurable image of the space Fi with the original CJ-
algebra. Therefore each of the CJ-algebras v(Ci) contains a semicompact 
class as described in Proposition 9.1. These facts, however, imply ([Neveu] 
Theorem III.3) that µ is CJ-additive on B, and hence, on C. From the arbi-· 
trariness of C it now follows that µ is CJ-additive on A. D 
DEFINITION. Let E and F be measurable spaces. A transition probcibility 
from E to F is a mapping of E into F. 
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When p is such a transition probability, x E E, and B a universally measur-
able subset of F, then we shall usually write p(x;B) instead of p(x) (B) in 
order to enhance readability. 
PROP OS IT ION 9. 3. Let E and F be measurcib le spaces, Zet v be a p1•obcibi Zi ty 
on E and let p be a universaUy measurcible transition probability from E to 
F. Then there ex1~s ts a unique probcibi Zi ty on E x F, denoted by v x p, such 
that 
J f d ( vxp) 
ExF 
f f f(x,y)p(x;dy)v(dx) 
E F 
for every universally measurable f: E x F + IR+ 
PROOF. By Proposition 6.2, FJ f(x,y)p(x)(dy) depends universally measurably 
on (x,p(x)) and therefore on x, because p(x) depends universally measurably 
on x. So the repeated integral is well defined. Moreover it is easily seen 
to be nonnegative, to depend a-additively on f, and to assume the value 1 
for f = IExF· From this the result follows. D 
The notation introduced in Proposition 9.3 is consistent with the 
notation of product probabilities when constant transition probabilities 
are identified with their value. Note that for constant transition proba-
bilities Proposition 9.3 reduces to the theorem of Tonelli (see [Cohn] 
Proposition 5.2.1). 
In general, not every probability µ on a product space E x F can be 
written as the product of its marginal on E and a transition probability 
from E to F. When, however, the space F meets certain conditions, then 
such a decomposition of µ is possible, as is stated in the following 
proposition. This proposition, together with the "Exact selection theorem" 
(Proposition 7. l) forms the basis for the applications in Chapter III, 
PROPOSITION 9.4. Let Ebe a measurable space, Fa countcibly generated 
analytic space, µ a pI•obcibility on E x F and v the marginal probcibility 
µ on E. Then there exists a measurable transitfon pr•obabiZity p from E to 
F such that µ = v x p. 
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PROOF. As, by Proposition 7.9, the a-algebra of F is isomorphic to the a-
algebra of some Souslin subspace of ID, we can suppose F itself to be a 
Souslin subspace of ID. Let E and F be the a-algebras of E and F, respec-
tively, and let B be a countable semicompact algebra that generates the a-
algebra V of ID. 
For every B E B the mapping A 1+ µ(A x (BnF)) is a bounded nonnegative 
measure on E that is absolutely continuous with respect to v. Hence by the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem ([Neveu] Proposition IV. l .4) there exists a measur-
able function fB: E + m.+ such that for every A E E 
µ(A x (BnF)) = f fB(x)v(dx) . 
A 
Now for every A E E µ(A x (BnF)) depends additively on B and equals v(A) 
for B = ID. As a consequence of (*) the same holds for the integral in (*). 
Due to the countability of B this implies that there is a v-null subset N 
of E such that for every x E E\N the function B '~ fB(x) is additive, and 
fID(x) = l. Redefining the functions fB on N by f 8 (x) = fB(x0), where x0 l.s 
some point in E \ N, we can suppose N = ill and still have (*) for every 
A c E, B E B. As B is a semicompact algebra, for each x c E the function 
Bo+ fB(x) is even a-additive, and therefore it is uniquely extendible to a 
probability B >+ fB(x) on V. The functions f"8 , with B E V, are measurable 
again, because the sets B E V for which f B is measurable constitute a 
Dynkin class (see Preliminaries 2) containing the algebra B. Moreover we 
have µ(A x (BnF)) = AJ fB(x)v(dx) for all A E E and B E V, because both 
members of this equality, taken as functions of B, are measures on and 
by (*) these 1neasures coincide on the generating algebra B. 
Next consider the probability A on V defined by >.(B) :=µ(Ex (BnF)). 
Then >.* (F) = I and, as F is universally measurable, A* (F) = l as welL 
Consequently, there exists a set GE V such that G c F and ;\_(G) = I. From 
the definition of A it now follows that µ(E x (F\G)) 0. 
Finally, for each x EE and each BE F we define p(x)(B) ·= fBnG(x). 
It is easily seen that p is a measurable transition probability from E to F. 
Moreover, for every A E E and B E F we have 
µ(AxB) =µ(Ax BnG) +µ(Ax Bn(F\G)) 
f p(x)(B)v(dx) (vxp)(AxB) , 
A A 
because µ(A x Bn(F\G)) ~ µ(E x F\G) = O. So µ and v x p coincide on the 
measurable rectangles of E x F, which implies that they are equaL 
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In the preceding proposition, the analyticity of F may be replaced by 
the weaker condition that a semicompact approximating subclass of F exists 
for the marginal ofµ on F (in the sense of Proposition 9.1; see [Pfanzagl 
& Pierlo] Section 7). 
The decomposition of a probability on a product space into a marginal 
probability and a transition probability is, in general, not unique: 
PROPOSITION 9. 5. Let E be a measurable space_, F a countably generated 
measurable space, v E: E, and p,p': E -+ F universally measU1°able. Then 
v x p = v x p' iff p(x) p'(x) for v-almost all x c E. 
PROOF. The "if"-part is a trivial consequence of the definition of v x p 
and v x p', so let v x p = v x p'. Let B be a countable algebra generating 
the a-algebra of F. For every B E: B and every universally measurable subset 
A of E we have 
J p(x;B)v(dx) 
A 
(vxp)(AxB) (vxp') (AxB) J p'(x;B)v(dx) , 
A 
0 
and hence, p B) = p'(x;B) for v-almost all x EE. It follows from the 
countability of B that for v-almost x EE the measures p(x) and p'(x) 
coincide on B and therefore that they are equal. 0 
The nonuniqueness of the transition probability appearing in the 
decomposition of a probability µ enables us to make this transition proba-
bility depend on µ in a decent way: 
PROPOSITION 9.6. Let E be a countably generated measurable svace and F a 
countably generated analytic space. Then there exists a universally measur-
able map:oing p: (ExF) x E + F such that every vrobability v on E x F is 
equal to the product v x q of its marginal v on E and a transition proba···· 
bility q from E to F defined by q(x) = p(p,x). When F = ID, then p may be 
to be measurable. 
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PROOF. As the G-algebra of F is isomorphic to the G-algebra of some Souslin 
subspace of ID, we may suppose F itself to be a Souslin subspace of ID. Let 
E and F be the G-algebras of E and F, respectively, let A= {A I n E JN} 
n 
be a countable algebra generating E and let B be a countable semicompact 
algebra generating the G-algebra V of ID. For each n E JN let Gn be the 
partition of E generated by {A1,A2, ••. ,An}. 
Now letµ be a probability on Ex F, v its marginal on E, and B E B. 
We define a sequence (fn)nElN of functions on E by 
f (x) and µ(GxF) > O} . n 
Let m,n E JN and m s n. Then Gn is a refinement of Gm' so for each A 
we have 
A 
I G E G and G c 
n 
E a (G ) 
m 
l {µ(G x BnF) I G E and G c A} µ(A x BnF) • 
Moreover each of the functions f is bounded by ! . This implies that the n 
sequence (fn) is a martingale relative to the a-algebras o(Gn) and the 
measure v, and that the martingale convergence theorem applies (see [Chow & 
Teicher] §7.4 Theorem 2 ii)). So, if we define f 
µ(A x (BnF)) 
limsup 
n 
then 
for every n E 1N and A E G(G ). Consequently, for every A EU lNo(G) =A, n nE n 
we have AJ f dv = µ(A x (BnF)) and, as both members of this equal depend 
a-additively on A, this equality holds for every A E o(A) = E. 
The function f introduced above depends on µ and B, and we now make 
this dependence explicit by defining f (ExF)~ x E x B + as 
f(µ,x,B) := limsup I µ(G x (BnF))h(µ(GxF))lG(x) , 
n GEG 
n 
where h is the measurable function on 1R defined by h(t:) = t -I if t f 0 and 
h(O) = Oo The foregoing then implies that, for every µ E (ExF)~, A c E and 
B E B, we have 
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f f(µ,x,B)v(dx) µ(A x (BnF)) , 
A 
where v is the marginal of µ on E. Moreover, it follows directly from the 
definition of f, that f(µ,x,B) is a measurable function of (µ,x) for every 
B E B. 
We now turn to the. dependence on B. In general f(µ,x,B), taken as a 
function of B, is not a probability on B, but a nonessential redefinition 
of f suffices to make it one. Let N be the set of pairs (µ,x) E (ExF) x E 
for which the function Be>- f(µ,x,B) is not additive on B or for which 
f (µ,x, ID) I 1. Then 
or f(µ,x,ID) 1' I} , 
where the union is over the countable set of disjoint pairs (B 1,B2) of 
members of B. The measurability of f mentioned above now implies that N is 
a measurable subset of (ExF)~ x E. Moreover, for every µ E (Ex:F)~ the 
section { x E E [ ( µ, x) E N} of N is a v-null set, where v is the marginal 
ofµ on E: Let B1,B2 E B be disjoint. It then follows from(*), that 
f [f(µ,x,B 1) + f(µ,x,B 2) - f(µ,x,B 1uB 2)Jv(dx) 0 
A 
for every A E E, and hence, that the integrand is a v-null function. 
Similarly f(µ,x,ID) - I is a v-null function of x. Together with the 
definition of N this implies the result on the sections of N. 
Now let (µ 0 ,x0) i N and, for each BE B, redefine f(·,·,B) on N by 
setting it equal to f(µ 0 ,x0,B). Then, for every (µ E (ExF)~ x E, 
f(µ,x,B) is an additive function of B on B and f(µ,x,ID) = I. Moreover, for 
every B E B, f (µ,x,B) still is a measurable function of (µ 
every µ, A and B the equality (*) still holds. 
, and for 
As B is a sem:i.compact algebra, for every (µ,x) the function 
B ~ f(µ,x,B) is even cr-addit:i.ve on B by Proposition 5.3, and it therefore 
is uniquely extendible to a probability p(v on U(V). It follows from 
Proposition 2.2 applied to the subclass B of V, and from Proposition 3.6, 
that p(µ,x,B) depends (universally) measurable on (µ,x) for every (uni-
versally) measurable subset B of ID. Also, it follows from (*), that for 
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every µ E (ExF)~, A E E and B E B we have: 
( **) J p(µ,x)(B)v(dx) p(A x (BnF)) 
A 
and, as both members of this equality depend a-additively on A as well as 
on B, the equality holds for every (universally) measurable subset A of E 
and B of ID. 
When F = ID, then the foregoing implies that p is a measurable mapping 
as mentioned in the proposition. When F 1' ID for each (p,x) E (ExF)~ x E we 
consider the restriction of p(p,x) to the a-algebra F of F. Such a restric-
tion is a a-additive function on F, but it need not be a probability on F, 
since it may fail to attain the value l at F. Now let 
M := {(p,x) E (ExF)~ x E [ p(p,x)(F) 1' l} 
Then M is universally measurable and, taking (µ l ,xl) i M, we redefine p on M 
by setting it equal to p ( 11 1 , x I) , which makes p a universally measurable 
~ 
into F. mapping of (ExF) x E Moreover, this redefinition of p does not 
affect the validity of (**), because for everyµ E (ExF)~ we have 
f [p(µ,x)(F) - l]v(dx) = p(AxF) - v(A) = O 
A 
for every universally measurable subset A of E, and hence, the integrand is 
a v-null function. All this now implies, that the (redefined) mapping p 
meets the requirements of the proposition. D 
In the following two propositions we consider conditional expectations 
of functions defined on analytic spaces. Let p be a measurable transition 
probability from a measurable space E to a measurable space F, and for 
every positive measurable function f on F let the function qif on E be 
defined by (qif)(x) := J f(y)p(x;dy). Then, by Proposition 6.1, qif is 
measurable, Moreover, for each x EE, (qif)(x) depends er-additively on L 
These facts, together with the decomposition of probabilities given in 
Proposition 9.4, enable us to construct regular versions of conditional 
expectations. For general information see [Chow & Teicher] Section 7.2 and, 
in , Theorem 3; in fact, our next proposition is a generalization 
of this theorem. 
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PROPOSITION 9. 7. Let (E, E) be a measu.rable space, µ a probability on E and 
F, G sub-a-algebras of E such that (E,G) is a countably generated analytic 
space. Then there exists an F-measurable transition probability p from 
(E,F) to (E,G) such that, for every positive G-measurable f on E, 
the function y t+ f f(x)p(y;dx) is a version of the conditional expectation 
of f with respect to F and µ. 
PROOF. Let the measurable mapping l)J: (E,E) + (E,F) x (E,G) be defined by 
l)J(x) := (x,x), Then µ 0 l)J-l is a probability on F ® G whose marginal on F 
equals µ. As (E,G) is countably generated and analytic, there exists a 
measurable transition probability p from (E,F) to (E,G) such that 
-l µ 0 \)! = µ x p. Now for every A E F and B E G we have 
f -l J IBdµ = µ(AnB) = (µol)J )(AxB) = (µxp)(AxB) 
A 
I p(y;B)µ(dy) J J JB(x)p(y;dx)µ(dy) . 
A A E 
So, for every A E F and for every positive G-measurable function f on E, 
the equality 
holds. 
J f dµ 
A 
J f f(x)p(y;dx)µ(dy) 
A E 
PROPOSITION 9.8. Let (E,E) be a countably generated analytic svace, µ a 
probability on E, and F a sub-a-algebra of E. Then there ex:ists an F-
measurable transition probability p from (E,F) to (E,E) such that, 
every positive E-measurable function f, the funch'.on y t+ J f(x)p(y;dx) 1:s 
a version of the conditional expectation of f with r•espect to F and µ. 
PROOF. Apply Proposition 9.7 taking G ;= E. 
Some properties of probabilities on a measurable space give rise to 
measurable, or Souslin, subsets of the space of all probabilities. In the 
rest of this section we shall discuss some of these. The reader may think 
the properties considered somewhat peculiar; their significance will become 
evident in Chapter III. 
n 
n 
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PROPOSITION 9.9. Let E and F be countahly generated measurahle spaces, let 
F be analytic and let G be a measurahle (Souslin) subset of E x F. Then the 
probahilities on E x F that can be decomposed into their marginal on E and 
a universally measurahZe transition probahiZity whose gra:ph is contained in 
G constitute a measurahZe (SousZin) subset of (E x F)~. 
PROOF. Let E, F and V be, the a-algebras of E, F and ID, respectively. As F 
is a countably generated analytic space, F is isomorphic to the a-algebra 
of some Sousl.in subspace of ID by Proposition 7.9. So F itself may be 
supposed to be a Souslin subspace of ID. 
For the proof we need some mappings, and we start by introducing 
them. Let~: F +ID be defined by (~µ)(B) := µ(BnF) (BEV). Since 
F = {B n F I B E V}, the mapping ~ is strictly measurable. Consequently, 
the mapping (x,p) 1+ (x,~µ) of E x F into E x ID is strictly measurable as 
well, and, therefore, there exists a measurable (Souslin) subset G' of 
E x ID such that 
(I) V ~ [(x,p) E G""' (x,~p) E G'] (x,µ)EExF 
Next let cj,: (ExF) -> (ExID) be defined by (cj,µ) (C) := p(C n (ExF)) 
(C E E © V). As E ® F = {C n (ExF) C E E ® V}, the mapping ljJ is (strictly) 
measurable. Also, for each v E E and for every universally measurable 
q: E + we have 
(vxq)[(AxB) n (ExF)] • 
(vxq)[A x (BnF)] 
J ~(q(x))(B)v(dx) 
A 
A 
f q(x)(BnF)v(dx) 
[ V X (~oq) J (AxB) 
for every A E E and B E V, and hence 
(2) cj,(vxq) • v x (~oq) 
Further let p: (ExID) x E + ID be measurable and such that for each 
v E E and for every universally measurable q: E + ID 
(3) p(vxq,x) = q(x) for v-almost every x E E. 
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Such a mapping p exists by Propositions 9.5 and 9.6. 
Finally, let x: (E x ID) -+ (E x ID)~ be defined by 
(4) L f d ( xµ) :::;-:; f f(x,p(µ,x))µ(d(x,y)) ' 
ExID ExID 
for each positive measurable function f on E x ID. In (4), the integral on 
the right hand side depends measurably on µ by Proposition 6.2 and this 
implies that the mapping x is measurable. Note that (4) is equivalent to 
(5) L fd(xJJ) 
Ex ID 
f f(x,p(JJ,x))v(dx) , 
E 
where v is the marginal of µ on E. 
Now let µ be a probability on E x F and let v " q be a decomposition 
of v into its marginal v on E and a universally measurable transition 
probability from E to F. Then we have 
[x(l),(v"q))](G') (~) 
[x(v" (~oq))](G') 
E 
f IC' (x, (~ 0 q)x)v(dx) (l) J JG(x,q(x))v(dx) . 
E E 
So, when the graph of q is contained in G, then lG(x,q(x)) = J for v-
almost all x EE, and hence, [(xol),)µ](G') = !. Suppose. on the other hand, 
that the latter equality holds. Then (x,q (x)) E G for v-almost all x E E. 
Now we may assume that a universally measurable mapping q0 : E-+ F exists 
whose graph is contained in G; otherwise the proposition is trivially true. 
When we redefine q(x) := q0 (x) for those x EE for which (x,q(x)) i G, then 
the graph of q will be contained in G and the equality µ = v " q will still 
hold. 
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The foregoing implies that the probabilities µ on E x F that can be 
decomposed into their marginal on E and a universally measurable transition 
probability whose graph is contained in G, can be characterized by the 
equality [(x 0 t)i)µ](G') = I. Therefore, by the measurability of x 0 q,, they 
constitute a measurable (Souslin) subset of (E x F) . 
A particularly use,ful example of the measurable (Souslin) subset of 
E x F occurring in the foregoing proposition is expressed in 
0 
PROPOSITION 9. 10. Let E and F be measurable spaces, s a measurable (Sous Zin) 
subset of E x F, and for every x E E let S ·= {y E F (x,y) E SL Then x 
{ (x,:\) E E x F I A.(S ) x l} is a measurable (Souslfo) subset of E x F. 
PROOF. For every (x,A.) E E x F we have 
:i (S ) 
x 
f 18 (x',y')(ox x :\)(d(x',y')) . 
ExF 
It follows from Proposition 6, I that the integral is a measurable (Souslin) 
function of x A., and the examples l and 5 following Proposition 2.2 
imply that ox x A depends measurably on (x,A.). From this the result fol-
lows. 
In the applications of analytic spaces in Chapter III we shall 
encounter convex linear combinations of probabilities. The following 
propositions express the fact that certain measurability properties of a 
set M of probabilities are preserved when we add to M all convex linear 
combinations of its members. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a set of probabilities on a measurable space E. A 
probability µ on E is called a countable convex combination of members of 
M if there exist a countable family (µ ) I of probabilities in M, and a ill IDE 
countable family (am)mEI of numbers in (O,l], such that rmEI am= I and 
LmEI amµm = µ. The set of countable convex combinations of members of M is 
called the cr-convex hull of M. M is called cr-convex, if M equals its 0-
convex hul 1. 
0 
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PROPOSITION 9.11. Let E and F be measurable spaces, Ga subset of Ex F and 
M the set of vrobabilities on E x F that can be decomposed into their 
marginal on E and a universally measurable transition vrobability whose 
gra:ph is contained in G. When each of the sections {A E F [ (x,A) E G} 
(x E E) of G is a-convex, then M is a-convex as well. 
PROOF. Let 11 = Lmd aml\n, be a countable convex combination of probabilities 
on E x F such that for each m E I the probability µm can be decomposed into 
its marginal vm on E and a universally measurable transition probability pm 
whose graph is contained in G. Si.nee the marginal v of µ on E equals 
LmEI amvm' for each m E I the probability vm is absolutely continuous with 
respect to v, and by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists a positive 
measurable function fm on E such that dvm = fm dv. Clearly !:mEI amfm(x) 
for v-almost all x E: E and, as the functions fm are determined up to a 'J·-
null function, this equality may be supposed to hold for each x E E. 
Now let the transition probability p: E 7 F be defined by 
p (x) : = 1 a f (x)p (x) • l m m m 
mEI 
Then the graph of p is contained in G, since the sections of G are CJ-convex. 
Moreover, for every measurable rectangle A x B c E x F we have 
µ(A x B) I a µ (A x B) l a r pm(x;B)vm (dx) 
mEI mm mEI m J A 
f p(x;B)v(dx) 
A 
( v x p) (A x B) 
so µ v x p. Hence µ E M. 
PROPOSITION 9.12. Let Ebe a measurable space, Fa countably generated 
analytic space and S a Souslin subset of E x F. Moreover let S be the subset 
of E x F such that for every x E E the section {A E F (x, A) E S} of s 
equals the a-convex huU of O. E F [ (x,A) E S}. Then S is again a Souslin 
subset of E x F. 
D 
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PROOF 
i) We first consider the case that E ID. Let 
H := [O, l JIN x ID x Fm 
and 
HO ·= { (a,x,'y) E: H I l a l and VmE:IN (x,yrn) E S} 
mEJN m 
It follows from the properties of product spaces (see Preliminaries 8 
and 9) that, for each m E IN, am and (x,ym) depend measurably on 
(a,x,y) E H. So, by Proposition 4.3, H0 is a Souslin subspace of H. 
As His a product of analytic spaces, it follows from Proposition 7.6 
(applied twice) that e0 is analytic. Now let x: H0 + ID x F be defined 
by 
x(a,x,y) 
Then x is measurable and the range of x is S. Since by Proposition 2.3 
F is countably separated, ID x F is countably separated as well. So, 
by Proposition 8.4, S is a Souslin subset of ID x F. 
ii) Next let E be an arbitrary measurable space and let E and F be the 
a-algebras of E and F, respectively. By Propositions 4.2 and 4 . .5 we 
have S E S(E ® F) c SS(E x F) = S(E x F), and from this it follows 
(see the remark following the definition of the Souslin operation) 
that S E SCA x F) for some countable subclass A of E. So S is a 
Souslin subset of (E,E0) x F, where E0 := a(A), which is a countably 
generated sub-a-algebra of E. 
Let qi (E,E0) +ID be strictly measurable (see Proposition 7.4) and 
let qi: (E,E0) x F-+ ID x F be defined by qi(x,;\) = (qi(x),>.). Then l)i is 
-l measurable as well, and by Proposition 7,4 S =qi T for 
some Souslin subset T of ID x F, 
Finally, let T be the subset of ID x F such that for every x E ID the 
section {A E F 
0 E F I (x,>.) 
(x,A) E T} equals the a-convex hull of 
E TL Then S = <p-JT by the definition of qi, and T is a 
Souslin subset of 1D x F by i). So Sis a Souslin subset of Ex F by 
Proposition 4.3, D 
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COROLLARY 9.13. Let F be a countably generated analytic space and let S be 
a Souslin subset of F. Then the r;-convex hull of S is a Souslin subset of F. 
In the foregoing (Example l, following Proposition 2.2) we introduced 
probabilities ox concentrated at a point x. A generalization of this kind 
of probability is given in: 
DEFINITION. A probability is called determinis-tic when it attains the 
values 0 and I only. 
In general, a deterministic probability need not be concentrated at 
one point. Also, neither the set of deterministic probabilities nor the set 
of probabilities concentrated at a point need be a measurable subset of the 
space of all probabilities. However, for countably generated spaces we have: 
PROPOSITION 9.14. Let Ebe a countably generated measurable space. Then 
i) each deterministic vrobability on E is concentrated at one noint_; 
ii) the set of determ1'.nistic probabilities on E is a measurable subset 
of E. 
PROOF. Let A be a countable algebra generating the a-algebra E of E. 
i) Letµ E Ebe deterministic. The collection A' ={A EA I µ(A) ~ I} 
is countable, so µ(nA') =I, hence nA' f r/J. Now let x E nA'. Then the 
probabilities µ and ox coincide on A and therefore on E. So µ = ox. 
ii) Letµ EE be such that µ(A) E {0,1} for every A EA. Then 
{BE E I µ(B) E {O,l}} is a a-algebra that contains A, and hence 
equals E; so µ is deterministic. The set of all deterministic 
probabilities therefore equals 
n {µEE I µ(A) E {0,1}} , 
AEA 
which is a countable intersection of measurable subsets of E and 
therefore measurable itself. 
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PROPOSITION 9.15. Let E and F be countably 
let F be analytic. Then the probabilities on E x F that can be 
into their marginal on E and a univer>sally measur'able transi-t·ion 
that aUm'.ns deterministic vaZues only constitute a measurable subset of 
(E x F)~. 
PROOF. Let D be the set of deterministic probabilities on F, and let 
G :=Ex D. By Proposition 9.14 Dis a measurable subset of F, so G is a 
measurable subset of E x F. Application of Proposition 9.9 now gives the 
des ired result. 
The final subject of this section is Ionescu-Tulcea's theorem; in 
fact a generalization of that theorem, since the transition probabilities 
appearing in it need not be measurable. Our proof is a modification of the 
proofs in [Neveu] section V.l. 
LEMMA~- Let E and F be measur•able spaces and let p be a 
measurable transition 
sally) measurable 
from E to F. Then v i-;- v x p is a (unive1°-
into (E x F) ~. 
PROOF. Let A x B be a measurable rectangle in E x :F. Then 
( v x p) (A x B) f lA(x)p(x;B)v(dx) • 
E 
Since the integrand is a (universally) measurable function of x, by 
tion 6. I the integral depends (universally) measurably on v. The result 
follows from Proposition 2.2 applied to the collection of measurable rect·· 
angles of E x F. 
LEMMA 9.17. Let E and F be measurable spaces, Zet µbe a on (l) (2) . E x F and lei; µ and µ be the marg1.naZs of µ on E and F, 
Wh (l) (2) . d . . . 7 (l) (2) en µ 01> µ 1.s eterm1.wist1.c, t zen JJ = JJ x JJ . 
P 00 S h ( l) · d . . . ' B b bl R Ji'. uppose t at JJ is eterministic. Let f\ " e a measura e rect-
angle of Ex F. When /!)(A)= 0, then JJ(A x B) <; JJ(A x F) = / 1)(A) =• 0, 
so 
JJ (A x B) 0 JJ(l)(A)JJ(2)(B) (l) (2) ( JJ x p ) (A x B) . 
D 
[] 
When µ(l)(A) =I, then µ(Ac x B) ~µ(Ac x F) 
µ(Ac x B) = 0 and therefore 
µ(Ax B) =µ(Ex B) = µ( 2)(B) 
o, so 
So µ = µ ( 1) x µ (Z), because this equality holds on the class of measurable 
rectangles. 
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PROPOSITION 9.18 (Ionescu-Tulcea's theorem), Let (E 1,E2 , ••• ) be a finite OY' 
infinite sequence of measuY'able spaces and foP each n let pn be a (univep-
sa Uy) measupab le trans1~ tion probability from E 1 x • • • x E to E 1 • Then n n+ 
i) for each pPobability v on E 1 there is a unique probability µv on 
nnzl En such that 
= \1 for each n, 
(n) 
whePe µ\! denotes the marginal of µv on E1 x ••• x En 
ii) there is a unique (universally) measU1°able transition probabUity p 
from E1 to n 2 E such that, for each probability v on E1, nz n 
PROOF. We prove the statement for infinite sequences; the case of finite 
sequences is contained in this. 
Let A be the algebra of measurable subsets of the space nnzl En that 
depend on only finitely many coordinates. Let x 1 E E1 and let us define the 
function P on A as follows For every m E IN and for every A E A depending 
on the first m coordinates only 
(I) 
where rpm is the projection of n >J E onto n < I E . Note that for each A 
n- n n-m+ n 
this definition does not depend on the particular choice form. Clearly, P 
is additive on A; we shall show that P is o-additive on A, or, equivalently, 
that P is continuous at 0. We argue by contradiction. 
D 
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So let (A ) ,.., be a decreasing sequence in A satisfying n JN A = Ill, m mEm mE m 
and suppose that limm-+oo P(Am) > O. Without loss of generality we suppose 
that for each m E IN the set Am depends on the first m coordinates only, so 
(2) lim P(A ) > 0 . 
m 
m-+oo 
We shall prove, by induction on n, that an x E nn2 l En exists such 
that for each n E IN 
(3) limsup ( ••. (6( ) x p) x ••• x p )(qi A) > 0. 
m-- x 1 , ••• ,xn n m mm 
For n = 1, (3) is a consequence of (2). Also, for each n E IN by the 
definition of 6 x p the inequality (3) can be written as (x 1,,..,xn) n 
limsup 
m-+oo 
J [C .. (6( )xp 1)x •.• xp )(qi A )]p (x 1 , ••• ,x ;dx 1) x 1 , ••• ,x 1 n+ m mm n n n+ E n+ 
n+l 
> 0 ' 
and it follows from Fatou's lemma (see [Ash] 1.6.8) that this inequality 
remains valid when the order of integration and formation of the limit is 
changed. Hence 
) x p 1) x ••• x p )(qi A) > O 1 n+ m mm 
for some 1 E En+]" 
Let n E IN. As (Am)mElli is a decreasing sequence and since for each m 
the set Am depends on the first m coordinates only, for each m ;:> n we have 
1 A (x) 
n 
Together with (3) this implies that lA (x) > 0, and hence, x E A • Since n 
""n n 
is we conclude that x E nnEIN which contradicts our assump-
So P is a-additive on A. Since the algebra A generates the a-algebra 
of the space nn?J En' P can be extended to a probability on that space, 
denoted again by P. 
We now make explicit the dependence of P on x 1 by writing P(x 1) 
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instead of P. It follows from (l) by repeated application of Lemma 9.16 and 
by the measurability of c5 that P(x1) (A) depends (universally) measurably on 
x 1 for each A E A. Together with Proposition 2.2 this implies that the 
probability P(x 1) depends (universally) measurably on x 1, and hence, by ex-
ample 3 of section 2 that the marginal p(x 1) of P(x 1) on E :~ nn:> 2 En depends 
(universally) measurably on x 1 as well. So p is a (universally) measurable 
transition probability from E1 to E. Moreover, it 
is the marginal of P(x) on E1, so by Lemma 9.17 
follows from (l) that 6x 
P(x) 6x x p(x) (x E E1). 
Now let v be a probability on E1. Then for each m 
A E A depending on the first m coordinates only 
E IN and for each 
(vxp)(A) J I lA(x,y)p(x;dy)v(dx) 
E 1 E 
f f f 1A(x',y)p(x;dy)c5x(dx')v(dx) 
E 1 E 1 E 
f (6x x p(x))(A)v(dx) f P(x)(A)v(dx) 
El El 
f ( ... (6x x pi) x ... x pm)(~mA)v(dx) 
El 
so the marginal of v x p on E1 x ... x Em+! is ( ... (v x p 1) x ... x pm). 
Hence, the probability v x p satisfies i) and, since v is arbitrary, the 
transition probability p satisfies ii). 
Finally, the uniqueness of µv in i) follows from the fact that µv is 
completely defined by its restriction to the generating algebra A, hence, 
by its marginals. The uniqueness of p in ii) follows from this by the 
identity µ0 
x 
0 
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The main idea of Ionescu-Tulcea's theorem is that the transition 
probabilities p 1 ,p2 , .•. can be combined into a single transition probability 
p. Applying the above proposition to the sequence (pm,pm+l'···) and the 
probability v := o(xi•···•Xi:n) on E1 x ••• x Em (xn E En' m ~ l) we obtain 
the usual formulation of Ionescu-Tulcea's theorem, e.g. the one given in 
[Neveu]. 
CHAPTER Ill 
DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
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In this final chapter we shall show how analytic measurable spaces 
can be used to solve measurability and selection problems occurring in 
dynamic progrannning. As an analytic measurable space is a generalization of 
an analytic topological space (see the remark at the end of section 8), our 
treatment of the subject has many points in connnon with the formalism of 
dynamic programming based an analytic topological spaces and many of our 
propositions and proofs are mere adaptations of those met with in the 
topological theory. Two results should, however, be considered as new, viz. 
our definition of decision models, which is a generalization of the usual 
one, and the existence of a, what may be called uniformly optimal, strategy 
(see Proposition 11.4). 
§ JO. Decision models 
For heuristics concerning decision models, which provide the 
mathematical structure dynamic programming is based on, we refer to 
[Hinderer] and [Bertsekas & Shreve]. 
DEFINITI01:l_. A decision model is a quintuple (S,A,G,p,u), the elements of 
which can be characterized and interpreted as follows. 
i) S is a sequence of countably generated analytic spaces (Sn)nEJN' 
Sn is called the state space at time n. Members of s 1 are called 
initial states. 
ii) 
For 
A also is a sequence of countably generated analytic spaces (A ) n,· n llEm 
An is called the space actions that are available at time n. 
each n c JN we define H := SI x Al x sz x ... x s and n n 
00 
H := n 
n=I (S x A ) " H is called the space of realizations and H the space n n 
of histories at time n. 
iii) G is a sequence (G ) IN' where G is a Souslin subset of n nE n 
Moreover for each n E JN and h E H the set n 
n 
x A " 
n 
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G h := {A EA I (h,A) E G } is nonempty; G h is called the set of n, n n n~ 
admiss-ible probabilities at time n given history h. 
iv) p is a sequence (pn)nElN' where for each n E lN pn is a measurable 
transition probability from Hn x An to Sn+!· p is called the 
transition lclJv. 
v) u is a Souslin funi::tion on H. It is called the uti 
A strategy for the decision model defined above is a sequence (q11 )ndN' 
where q is a universally measurable transition probability from H to A n n n 
whose graph is contained in Gn. For every decision model at least one 
strategy exists, because for every n E JN it follows from the analyticity 
of An that there exists a universally measurable mapping qn of Hn into An 
whose graph is contained in Gn. 
By an initial probability we simply mean a probability on s 1. When 
for each n E lN and every h E Hn the set Gn,h of admissible probabilities 
is a-convex, then the decision model will be said to allow combination of 
strategies. 
In the usual definition of a decision model, instead of G a sequence 
(Dn)m:lN is introduced, where Dn is a Souslin subset of Hn x For each 
n E lN and h E H the set D h := {y E A I (h,y) E D } is called the set n n, n n 
of admissible actions at time n given history h. A strategy is then defined 
as a sequence (qn)nElN' where qn is a universally measurable transition 
probability from H11 to A11 such that VhEHn q11 (h;Dn,h) "' l. 
It is easily deduced from Pro~osition 9.10 that our definition of a 
decision model is a generalization of the usual one. The generalized 
decision model has the advantage that one can prescribe not only which 
actions may be used at each step of a decision process, but also how they 
may be combined into a probability on the action space. For example, the 
property that a strategy q is deterministic (Le. that each of the proba-
bilities qn(h) is deterministic) is equivalent to the condition that for 
each n c IN the graph of qn is contained in Hn x Lin' where Lin is the 
measurable subset of A consisting of all deterministic probabilities on A n n (see Proposition 9.14). 
To every initial probability of a decision model and to each strategy 
there corresponds, in a natural way, a probability on the space of 
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realizations. Moreover, the set of all such probabilities turns out to have 
useful algebraic and measure-theoretic properties. 
DEFINITION. For every probability µ on the space of realizations of a 
d · · d 1 (Zn- l) d (Zn) d · · 1 d A ecision mo e µ an µ enote its margina s on Hn an Hn x n' 
respectively (n E IN) (where Hn and An are the space of histories and the 
space of actions, respectively, both at time n). 
PROPOSITION 10. 1. Let v be an initial probability and q a strategy for a 
decision model with transition lcruJ p. Then there exists a 
ity µ on the space of realizations satisfying 
(2n) (2n-l) nd (2n+l) 
µ = µ x qn , a µ 
(2n) 
µ x pn 
PROOF. This is a particular case of Proposition 9. 18. 
(n E IN) • 
Note that the above proposition is valid for a more general decision 
model, viz. one with arbitrary state and action spaces, and a transition 
law that is merely universally measurable. 
DEFINITION. For any decision model the probability on the space of 
realizations that is generated by an initial probability v and a strategy q 
in the sense of Proposition 10. l will be denoted by µ (v,q). Probabilities 
of this kind will be called strategic probabilities. 
A strategic probability depends universally measurably on the initial 
probability. This property, and a kind of reverse of it, are treated in the 
next three propositions. Also, the set of all strategic probabilities, as 
well as a set related to it, turn out to be Souslin sets; this is the sub-
ject of Propositions 10.5 and 10.6. 
YROPOSITION 10.2. For every strategy q the strategic probability µ(v,q) 
depends universally measurably on v. 
PROOF. Due to Propositions JO.I and 9.18 there exists a universally measur-
able transition probability p such that µ (v,q) v x p for each initial 
probability v. The result now follows from Lemma 9.16. 
D 
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As a particular case of Proposition 10.2, for every strategy q the mapping 
x ~ µ(6x,q) of the space of initial states into the space of strategic 
probabilities is universally measurable. The converse also holds: 
PROPOSITION 10.3. Let cp: sl + L be a measuPable 
suace s 1 of initial states into the set I: of stl'ategic Zities of a 
decision model, and let ·cp(x)(l) =ox foP evePy x E s 1• Then thePe is a 
stpategy q such that for evepy x E s1 one has cp(x) µ(ox,q). 
PROOF. Let (S,A,G,p',u) be the decision model and let n E IN. When we apply 
---
Proposition 9.6 to the space of histories !\i. and the action space A n' both 
at time n, and to the probabilities cp(x)(2n) (x E s l) on x An, we get 
universally measurable mapping p: (H x An) x H +A such that n n n 
( i) cp (x) C2n) (A x B) I p(Cjl(x)(2n) ,h;B)Cjl(x)(2n-l)(dh) 
A 
for each measurable rectangle Ax B c Hn x An and for each x E s 1• Now for 
each x E s 1 we have (cp(x)(Zn-l))(l) CJl(x)Cl) = 6x and therefore by Lemma 
9. 17 equality (1) is equivalent to 
(2) cp(x)( 2n)(A x B) = f p(cp(h 1)(Zn) ,h;B)Cjl(x)( 2n-l)(dh) 
A 
~ (2n) Let qn: Hn -> An be defined by qn (h) = p (cp (h 1) , h). Then qn is 
universally measurable because p and cp are, and (2) can be written as 
(3) ( ) (2n) ( )(2n-l) cp x = cp x x qn 
The set {h E (h,q (h)) E G } is the inverse image of the Souslin ~ n n 
a 
subset of Hn x An under the universally measurable mapping h >+ (h,qn(h)), 
and as a consequence this set is a universally measurable subset of 
When therefore q' is an arbitrary strategy and qn is redefined by 
:= q~ (h) else, 
then qn becomes a universally measurable mapping whose graph is contained 
in Gn. Moreover we still have (3): Let x E s 1. Since cp(x) is strategic 
. x (2n) (2n- l) x 
there exists a strategy, q say, such that cp(x) = cp(x) x qn' By 
(3) and Proposition 9.5 this implies that q (h) = qx(h), and hence, that ( ) n n 
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(h,q (h)) E G for cp(x) Zn-l -almost all h E H . So the redefinition of q 
n n (Z 1) n n 
does affect its values on a cp(x) n- -null set only and as a consequence 
(3) remains valid. 
Now letting n run through IN, we get a sequence (qn) which obviously 
is a strategy, q say. Now for each x E s1 we have cp(x)(l) =ox and 
( ) (2n+ l) ( ) ( 2n) f 1 ,.,,, b ( ) · · cp x = cp x x pn ~or eac 1 n E rn ecause cp x is strategic. 
Together with (3) and Proposition 10.J this implies that cp(x) = µ(6x,q) 
for each x E S 1• 
An equivalent formulation of the preceding proposition runs as fol-
lows: 
COROLLARY 10.4. For every initial state x of a decision model let a 
strategy qx be given, and let µ(6x,qx) depend universally measur>ably on x. 
Then a strategy q exists such that µ(6 ,qx) = µ(6 ,q) for each initial x x 
state x. 
In general, the strategy q in Corollary J0.4 cannot be obtained by 
simply combining the strategies qx in the following way: 
(n E IN, h E H ) • 
n 
In fact the qn's thus obtained may fail to be universally measurable, as 
the following example shows. 
For all n E IN let S A = [O, l] and p = :\, where A is Lebesgue 
n n n 
measure on [O,l]. Moreover let, for all x E s1, q~ =A (n f 2) and 
OandxE:K, 
:\ else, 
where K is a subset of [0,1] which is not universally measurable, A 
computation gives µ (o qx) = o x n /, which depends measurably on x, 
x' x nz2 ' 
On the other hand 
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0 and h 1 E K , 
:\ else, 
hl 
so q2 (h 1 ,h2,h3) does not depend universally measurably on (hi, 
PROPOSITION 10.5. The strategic on the space H of realiza-
tions of a decision model constitute a SousUn subset of H. When the 
decision model aUows combination of strategies, then this sUbset ,is 
a-convex. 
PROOF. Let the decision model be (S,A,G,p,u). For each n E JN let Hn be the 
space of histories at time n, Mn the set of probabilities on x that 
can be decomposed into a marginal on Hn and a universally measurable trans-
ition probability whose graph is contained in Gn' and M~ the probabilities 
on x An) x Sn+l that can be decomposed into a marginal on Hn x An and 
the transition probability Pn· Then by Proposition 10.l the set Z of 
strategic probabilities can be written as 
n [{µ EH 
nEJN 
(2n) c M } r H µ ~ n n l\J E ( 2n+ l ) E M' } ] )l n 
Let n E JN. Proposition 9. 9 implies that Mn is a Souslin subset of 
(Hn x An) and it follows from Proposition 9. 11 that Mn is 0-convex when 
combination of strategies is allowed. Sinceµ 1+ µ( 2n) is a measurable 
linear mapping of H into (H x A)~, the set {µ E H µ( 2n) EM} is a 
n n n 
Souslin subset of H which, in addition, is 0-convex provided that combina-
tion of strategies is allowed. 
Next let G~ be the graph of~pn. Then, by Proposition 7.3, G~ is a 
x s and each of the sets 
n+l 
H x An) is a singleton and therefore is n 
described as the set of probabilities on 
measurable subset of (Hn x An) 
{:\ E sn+l I (x,A) E c;l} (x E 
o-convex. Moreover, M~ can be 
(Hn x An) x Sn+! that can be 
transition probability whose 
decomposed into a marginal on Rn x and a 
graph is contained in G'. As a consequence, we 
n~ I (2n+l) can repeat the argument above and conclude that { µ E H p E M~} is a 
Souslin (in fact measurable) subset of H that is o-convex. 
From the foregoing it is 
properties. 
deduced that E has the desired 
D 
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PROPOSITION JO. 6. Let S 1 be the space of initial states ar:_,d H the srace of 
realizations of a decision model. Let IT be the subset of s1 x H cons1:sting 
of the pairs (v,µ) for which a strategy q exists such that µ = µ(v,q). Then 
IT is a Souslin subset of s] x H. 
PROOF. Let l: be the set of strategic probabilities on H and let 
/l : = { ( v' µ) E s 1 x H I v 
Then IT = (S1 x l:) n /l. Now l: is a Souslin subset of H by Proposition 10.5 
and /l is a measurable subset of s 1 x H, being the graph of the measurable 
mapping µ 1+ µ(I) of H into the countably separated space s1 (see Proposi-
tions 2. 3 and 7. 3). The foregoing imp lies that IT is a Souslin subset of 
s 1 x H. 
§ I l, The expected utility and optimal strategies 
The object of interest in dynamic programming is the expected utility. 
We first define this quantity and prove its measurability. 
DEFINITION. Let a decision model be given with space of realizations H and 
utility u. For every initial probability v and for each strategy q we 
define 
w(v,q) := J udµ(v,q) 
H-
The function w is called the expected utility. Also, for every initial 
probability v we define 
v(v) := sup w(v,q) , 
q 
where the supremum is taken over all strategies. The function v is called 
the maximal exvected utility. 
PROPOSITION 11. l. The maximal expected utility v is a Sous Un and 
for each strategy q the expected utility w(v,q) is a universally measurable 
function of v. 
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PROOF. Let the Souslin subset II of sl x H be defined as in Proposition 10.6 
and let f: II ->- lR be defined by f ( \!, µ) = f udµ, where u is the utility. 
Then, by Proposition 6.2, f is a Souslin function because u is, and for 
each \) E s1 we have v(\!) = sup { f ( \), µ) I µ: ( \!, µ) E 11}. Application of the 
exact selection theorem (Proposition 7.1) yields the desired result. 
Also it follows from the definition of w and Proposition 6. I that 
w(v, q) is a universally measurable (in fact, Souslin) function of µ(\!,q). 
By Proposition 10.2 this implies that w(\!,q) depends universally measurably 
on \!. D 
In the rest of this section we consider optimal strategies, i.e. 
strategies for which the expected utility equals the maximal expected 
utility. In particular the question is raised whether optimality, or a 
prescribed optimality defect, can be realized simultaneously for all initial 
probabilities by one and the same strategy. A second topic will be the 
linear dependence of the (maximal) expected utility on the initial proba-
b We conclude with a derivation of the optimality equation. 
DEFINITION. Let v be an initial probability and q a strategy for a decision 
model. Then q is called \!-optimal if w(\!,q) = v(v). 
It may happen that for an initial probability \! no \!-optimal strate-
gies exist (see the example following Proposition 11.4). 
PROPOSITION l l. 2. Let h be a measurable 
S 1 o.f initial sta-tes of a decision model satisfying 
h (x) 
< v(o ) 
x 
if 
else. 
Then -there e.xists a strategy q such that 
i) q) 2 h(x) 
ii) 
-optimal for each x E s 1 
exists. 
whfoh a 
on the space 
-ovtimal 
PROOF. Let 11 c s 1 x H be defined as in Proposition 10.6 and let II' c s 1 x H 
be the inverse image of the Souslin set II under the measurable mapping 
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(x, µ) I+ ( 13 x' µ) of SI x H into SI x H. Then 11' is a Souslin subset of s 1 x H 
and for all (x, µ) E SI x H we have (x, µ) E 11' iff µ = µ(6x,q) for some 
strategy q. 
Moreover, let f: SI x H _,. IB be defined by f(x, µ) = J udµ, where u is 
the utility. Then f is a Souslin function and for each x E s 1 we have 
v(o) =sup {f(x,µ) µ: (x,µ) E 11'}. Now from the exact selection theorem 
x 
(Proposition 7. I) the existence follows of a universally measurable mapping 
cp: S 1 -> H the graph of which is contained in TI', and such that 
f(x,cp(x)) ? h(x) for each x E SI' and f(x,cp(x)) = v(o) for each x E s 1 for 
which a ox-optimal strategy exists. 
Now by Proposition 10.3 a strategy q exists such that for each x E SI 
<p(x) = µ(ox,q), and consequently f(x,<p(x)) = J udcp(x) = w(o ,q). The defini-
- x 
tion of cp now implies that q has the properties stated in the proposition. D 
At every instant of time in a decision process one knows both the 
state the system is in, and (given the strategy) the probability distribu-
tion of the state the system will enter at the next instant of time. Due to 
this alternation of states and probabilities, either a quantity is most 
naturally expressed as a function of states or as a function of probabili-
ties. The following proposition gives the connection between the two repre·-
sentations for the (maximal) expected utility. Note that representing a 
state x by the probability ox amounts merely to an identification of non-
separated points. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. Let v be an initial probability for a decision model. 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
When - 00 < v(v), then x 1+ v(o) is quas·i-integrable with resvect to v 
and J v(o )v(dx) = v(v). 
x 
J v(o ) v(dx) = sup , f w(o ,q') v(dx), 1Jhere the supremum 1'.s taken 
- x q - x 
over all strategies q'. 
When q is a str•ategy such that the utility is quasi-integrable with 
respect to µ(v,q), in particular, when w(v,q) > - 00, then x ~ w(ox,q) 
is quasi-integrable with respect to v and J w(ox,q)v(dx) w(v,q), 
When the utility is quasi-integrable with resvect to eveY'lJ 
probability, then J v(ox)v(dx) = v(v), 
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PROOF. The order in which we shall prove the various parts of the 
tion is: ii), iii), iv), and i). 
ii) Suppose that J v v(dx) > - 00 • As by Proposition ll. 
universally measurable function of x, it follows from ll.2 
rn that a sequence (q )mErn of strategies exists such that for each 
initial state x and rn E rn 
2 v( -
qm) 
> m 
Then the sequence (x » 
function x 1+ v(<\), while 
rn 
-1 if v (o ) 00 < 
' x 
else. 
qm)) rn of functions converges to the ffiE 
the integrable function x r> min {v(o) -1,0} 
is a common lower bound. So by Fatou's lemma (see [Ash] !.6.8) 
J vCo)v(dx) <; Hminf J wCC\,qrn)v(dx) <: 
m 
sup r 
q' J 
,q')v(dx) . 
This inequality is satisfied also when the left hand member equals - 00 • 
The reverse inequality on the other hand is a direct consequence of 
v(ox) 2 w( q'). 
iii) From the definition of µ(v,q) it follows that for every measurable 
cylinder C we have µ(v,q)(C) = J µ(o ,q)(C)v(dx). This results extends x 
to integrals of positive functions in the usual way. In particular, 
one has for the utility u 
w(v,q) f udµ(v,q) Ju+ dv(v,q) - f u- dµ(v,q) 
q)v(dx) - JI u- dv v (dx) • 
As u is quasi-integrable with respect to µ(v,q), at least one of the 
repeated integrals is finite, say the one of u for definiteness. 
Then Ju- dµ q) is finite for v···almost all x, and, as a function of 
x, is integrable with respect to v. Hence the last 
can be written as 
which in turn equals J w(cS ,q)v(dx). x 
iv) It follows from ii) and iii) that 
sup w(v,q') 
q' 
v ( v) • 
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i) For each n E IN let the function un be defined on the space of reali-
zations by un(h) = min {u(h),n} and let vn be the maximal expected 
utility corresponding to the utility . Then for every n the function 
un is quasi-integrable with respect to every strategic probability 
and it follows from iv) that vn(v) J vn(o )v(dx). Also for every x 
initial distribution :\ we have 
v(:\) sup w(:\,q) sup I udµ(:\,q) sup sup I undµ(:\,q) 
q q - q n 
sup sup 
n q 
So 
-
00 < v(v) 
I undµ(:\,q) 
sup 
n 
sup vn(:\) 
Il 
where the third equality follows from the fact that vn(6 ) is in-x 
creasing in n and that - 00 < J vn(cSx)v(dx) for sufficiently large n. [] 
The condition on 
we consider a decision 
u(x,y, ... ) = y. Take a 
the utility in iii) cannot be omitted. As 
model for which s1 = (O,I), A1 = IR and 
strategy q for which q1(x)({x-l}) =!and 
an example 
-l q 1 (x) ( { -x } ) "' ! (x E S 1) and for the initial probability v take Lebesgue 
measure on (0, l). Then w(<Sx,q) = 0 for all x and w(v,q) = -oo, so 
w(v,q) f J w(c5 ,q)v(dx). 
x 
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With the aid of Proposition 11.3 we can now extend the results in 
Proposition 11.2 to arbitrary initial probabilities. 
PROPOSITION ll.4. Let the a decision model be 
with respect to every strategic and let cornbinat?'.on of strate-
be allovJed. Then the expected w and the m=1~mal 
utiZ i ty v are bounded on at least one side. 0/hen moreover s > 0 and 
n: s 1 + (0, 00 ) is a measurable function on the space SI of 
iwitial states, then there is a strategy q such that 
i) q) :> v(cS) - n(x) for each init1:az state x; 
ii) w(v,q) :> v(v) -s for> eaeh initial pmbability v; 
iii) q is v-optimal 
str>ategy exists. 
each inUial v for whieh a 
PROOF. Suppose that the function w is unbounded on both sides. Then for 
each m E IN there exists a strategic probability µ such that f udµ m 
__ m I + m and therefore such that u dµ :o: 2 , where 
m 
oo -m 
11 := Z::m=l 2 µm' then by Proposition 10.5 µ 
f i/ dµ :> l 2-m2m 
m 
u is the utility. When 
is a strategie probability and 
In the same way one can show that a strategic probabilityµ' exists such 
that f u- dµ' = 00 • Consequently, the utility u is not quasi-integrable with 
respect to the strategic probability~(µ+ p'), which contradicts our 
assumptions. The function w therefore is bounded on at least one side. The 
definition of v now implies that v is bounded on the same side. 
In the proof of the remaining part of the proposition we suppose, 
without loss of generality, that n(x) < E for every x E s 1. Leth: s 1 + 
be defined by 
h(x) 
else. 
Application of Proposition 11.2 with this function h a strategy q 
such that w(ox,q) :> h(x) for each x E SI and such that q is -optimal for 
every x E s 1 for which a ··-optimal strategy exists. We shall prove that q 
satisfies i), ii), and iii). 
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To prove i) we merely have to show that a ox-optimal strategy exists 
for every x E s1 satisfying v(cS) = 00 • Therefore, let x E s1 and v(ox) = = 
Moreover, for each m E 1N let qm be a strategy such that w(o ,qm) ~ 2m and 
x 
-m m letµ := LmE1N 2 µ(ox,q ). Thenµ is a strategic probability and 
( l) 
µ 
m 
0 
x 
soµ µ(ox,q') for some strategy q'. With utility u we now have 
l 2-m f u + d µ ( 8 x' q m) 
m 
\' -m m l 2 w( 6 , q ) 
x 
m 
? l 2-m I udµ(cSx,qm) 
m 
and since u is quasi-integrable with respect to µ(ox,q') this implies that 
w(ox,q') = 00 • So q' is ox-optimal and thereby i) has been proved. 
Next let v be an initial probability. For every x E s 1 we have 
n(x) < s and therefore w(ox,q) ? v(cSx) - s by i). From this inequality ii) 
can be obtained by integration with respect to v and application of Propo-
sition 11.3. 
To prove iii) we first consider an initial probability v such that 
v(v) is infinite. From ii) it then follows that w(v,q) = v(v) and hence 
that q is v-optimal. Next let v(v) be finite and suppose that a \!-optimal 
strategy q' exists. Then by Proposition 11.3 
f w(cSx,q')v(dx) = w(v,q') = v(v) J v(li)v (dx) 
From the finiteness of these integrals together with the inequalities 
w(ox,q') ~ v(6x) (x E s 1) we conclude that w(ox,q') = v(ox) for v-almost 
all x E s 1. So for v-almost all x E s 1 a ox-optimal strategy exists and 
hence the equality w(cSx,q) = v(ox) holds, as follows from the definition of 
q. This in turn implies by Proposition ll.3 that 
v(v) , 
so q is v-optimal. 
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The preceding proposition cannot be essentially improved by allowing 
E to depend on v, as the following example shows. 
Consider a decision model for which s1 := {O, I}, A1 := (0, I) and 
u(x,y,z, ... ) := y. Then for every initial probability v and for every 
strategy q we have 
w(v,q) v({O}) f yq 1(0)(dy) + v({l}) f yq 1(l)(dy) o: 
o: max { f y q 1 ( 0) ( d y) , J y q 1 ( l ) ( d y) } , 
and the last expression is smaller than l and independent of v. Moreover, 
v(v) =I. So, for every strategy q, w(v,q) is bounded away from v(v) 
uniformly in v. 
The next proposition concerns the optimality equation and a related 
result on optimal strategies. For its formulation we introduce a transforma-
tion of decision models. 
DEFINITION. The contraction of a decision model (S,A,G,p,u) is the decision 
model (S,A,G,p,u) defined by 
i) s1 sl x Al x s2 
ii) s 
n+l ··- s n+2' A. A n+l' c I ' p Pn+l (n € IN) ; n n ·n 
iii) u u 
For every strategy q for the given model the strategy q for the contracted 
model is defined by qn = qn+I (n E: IN)· 
Note that in the above definition of p, u and q we have 
identified domains of definitions like (s 1xA1xs2) x A2 x s3 x and 
S J x A1 x s 2 x A2 x s3 x • • • . Moreover, for every contraction of a decision 
model we will use the symbols µ, w and v for strategic probability, expected 
utility, and maximal expected utility, respectively; in each case the. 
arguments of these functions will indicate to which contraction they apply. 
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The contraction operation can be repeated a number (say n) of times; 
this results in a decision model having as its initial states the histories 
up to time n of the original model. To all these contracted models the 
results derived so far apply. 
PROPOSITION 11. 5. Let v be an initial p1°obability and let q be a stmtegy 
for a decision model with transition law p. Then 
ii) (Optimality equation) v(v) 
over all strategies q', 
supq' v(vxqjxp 1), 1uhere the supremum is 
iii) q is v-optimal iff both q is vxq 1xp 1-optimal and v(v) 
PROOF. 
i) As a consequence of the definition of q and of Proposition JO. I we 
have µ(v,q) = µ(vxq 1xpl'q.). Consequently, for utility u, 
w(v,q) f udµ(v,q) 
ii) From i) we deduce 
v(v) sup w(v,q') 
q' 
sup w(vxqjxp 1,q 1 ) 
q' 
sup sup w(vxqjxp 1,q 1 ) 
qj q' 
sup v(vxqjxp 1) • qi 
iii) Let q be v-optimaL Then from ii) and i) we conclude 
q 
So w(vxq 1xp 1,q) = v(vxq 1xp 1), Le. q is vxq 1xp 1-optimal, and 
v(v) = v(vxq 1xp 1). 
Next, let q be vxq 1xp 1-optimal and v(v) 
this implies 
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v(v) . 
So q is v-optimal. 
We conclude this section by giving two examples of the way in which 
Proposition ll.5 can be used. The results are well known, be it in a less 
general version. 
DEFINITIO~_. Let v be an initial probability and let q be a strategy for 
k some decision modeL For each k E JN let q be the (k-l )-th contraction of 
k q and let µ be the marginal of µ(v,q) on the space Hk of histories up to 
time k. Then the strategy q is called v-conserving if 
k k+l VkdN [v(µ ) = v(µ ) ] 
and it is called v-equalizing if 
lim [v(µk) - wcl ,l)] 0 . 
k->= 
PROPOSITION ll.6. Let v be an initial and let q be a strategy 
for some decision model. Then q is both and 
PROOF. Let q be v-optimaL Applying Proposition l l. 5 iii) t:o all contrac-
tions of the decision model we get for each k E JN (using the notation of 
h d . d f" . . ) h k . k . l . ( k t e prece ing e in1.tion t at q is µ -optima , Le. w µ , , and 
h ( k) ( k+ l) . l' . d . t at v µ ~ v p . So q is v-equa izing an v-conserving. 
Next, let q be v-conserving and v-equalizing. The conservingness of q 
. l. h ( k) ( k+ I ) . 
. . 5 . ) imp ies tat v p = v p for each k E 1N. From Proposition l. i , 
applied to all contractions, we deduce for each k E: JN that w(pk ,qk) ~ 
__ w(pk+l. 1) 
. , hence 
( k k) ( k+ I ) ( k+ l k+ l ) 
- w ]J ,q = v ]J - w ]J ,q 
As q is v-·equalizing, we must have v(pk) - w(pk 
in particular, for k ~ I. So q is v-optimaL 
0 for each k E 1N and, 
D 
[l 
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As in the case of Proposition 10.1 the Propositions 11.5 and 11.6 are 
easily seen to be valid for a more general decision model: arbitrary state 
and action spaces, and a transition law and utility that are merely univer-
sally measurable. 
PROPOSITION 11.7. Let there be given a decision model and, for each k E IN, 
let vk be the function defined on the space H of realizations by 
k 
v (h) = v(ohk), where, for each h £ H, hk is the pro.jection of' h on the 
space ~ of realizations up to time k. Moreover, for each k E IN, let Hk 
be the a-algebra of measurable subsets of H depending on the coordina-tes up 
to time k only. 
When v is an initial vrobability and q a strategy such that 
k 
< w ( v, q), then the sequence ( v , Hk \,nN is a supermartinga le w-i th respect 
to µ(v,q). When, in addition_, q is v-conseT'Ving and v(v) < oo, then this 
supermartingale is even a martingale. 
PROOF. Let p be the transition law of the given modeL By Proposition ! I. 3 
iii) we have 
< w(v,q) = I w(ox,q)v(dx) 
so for v-almost every initial state x we have 
(I) 
I v(o( , ))o xq 1xp 1(d(x',y,z)) x ,y,z x 
where the first and second equality are consequences of the Propositions 
11.5 i) and 11.3 i), respectively. 
Also we have, in a similar way, 
So for every positive bounded measurable function f on H1 we have 
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(2) 
-
00 < f f(x)v(o( ))vxq 1xp 1(d(x,y,z)) x,y,z -
f f(x) J v(o(x' ,y,z))oxxq 1xp 1 (d(x' ,y,z))v(dx) 
where the first equality is due to the definition of v x q 1 x p and 
integrability, while the second one is a consequence of ( l). 
The arbitrariness of f now implies that the function x \+ v(oxxq 1 xp 1) 
is a (universally measurable) version of the conditional expectation of the 
function (x,y,z) >+ v(o(· ) ) with respect to the probability v x q 1 x p 1 x,y,z 
and the er-algebra of measurable subsets of H2 depending on the initial state 
only. Using the definition of v 2 , we conclude that x + v(cSxxq 1xp 1) is a 
version of the conditional expectation of v 2 with respect toµ q) and H1• 
Now, for every initial state x, we have by Proposition ll.5 ii) 
(3) 
When, in addition, q is v--conserving and v(v) < 00 , then 
-oo < < 00 ' 
so by l l. 3 i) 
< 00 
' 
and together with (3) this implies 
(4) 
for v-almost every initial state x. 
J From (4) and (3) it follows that v equals or majorizes a version of 
the conditional expectation of v 2 with respect to µ(v,q) and H1, according 
to whether q is v-conserving and v(v) < 00 or not. 
The only thing that remains to be proved is that a similar relation 
holds for each pair of functions vk and vk+l (k = 2,3, ... ). Now the validity 
of any of the three conditions - 00 < w(v,q), q is v-conserving, or v(v) < 00 
implies by Proposition 11.5 the validity of a similar condition for each 
contraction of the model. Therefore the reasoning leading to the relation 
b l 2 . . etween v and v applies equally well to each contract1_on. 
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